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Abstract. Let k denote the algebraic closure of the finite field,�p , let O denote the
Witt vectors ofk and letK denote the fraction field of this ring. In the first part of this paper
we construct an algebraic theory of ind-schemes that allows us to represent finiteK schemes
as infinite dimensionalk-schemes and we apply this to semisimple groups. In the second part
we construct spaces of lattices of fixed discriminant in the vector spaceKn. We determine
the structure of these schemes. We devote particular attention to lattices of fixed discriminant
in the lattice,p−rOn, computing the Zariski tangent space to a lattice in this scheme and
determining the singular points.

1. Introduction. In the late 80’s and early 90’s conjectural variants of the Verlinde
formulae and the emergent arithmetic theory of loop groups inspired a great deal of work (See
[BLS], [F], [KNR]). The ingredients of that work are by now well-known. They include the
moduli of vector bundles of fixed determinant on a pointed Riemann surface, infinite Grass-
man varieties, spaces of generalized theta functions, weight spaces of certain representations
of affine Kac-Moody algebras and the Picard group of a certain generalized Schubert cell in
an infinite Grassmannian. As a practitioner of geometry over fields of positive characteristic
certain questions naturally occurred to me in response to this work. This program has been
generalized to arbitrary fields with notable success by Mathieu [Ma] and Tits [T1]. In Mathieu
the emphasis was positive characteristic and Frobenius splitting methods and their application
to the characteristic zero case. My attention has been drawn by the possibility of treating the
group of points of a split semisimple group in an unramified extension of the completep-
adics as a pro-ind-variety over the residue class field. In place of vector bundles, the residue
extension and theta functions, one encounters Galois representations, the norm residue sym-
bol and the central extensions studied by Moore [Mo] and Steinberg [St] among others, and
Kloosterman and other exponential sums. One finds oneself confronting class field theory
and the Langlands program. These are not matters of small importance and so pursuing this
analogy is a matter of some mathematical seriousness.

Certain difficulties immediately appear. For one, to be able to define the product structure
on the fraction fields of Witt vectors and hence on matrix groups over them, one must pass
to function rings closed under takingp’th roots. These rings have no derivations and so
tangent spaces and Lie algebras are non-existent.On the other hand, all integral extensions are
separable. In order to define these group scheme like objects, one must construct a theory of
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localized Greenberg functors (see [MJG1], [MJG2]). These notions are canonically imposed
on the researcher by the problem. This is the substance of part I of this paper.

Furthermore, I chose to approach these objects in terms of topological algebraic geome-
try. That is, one considers rings with a linear topology and the space of open primes under the
topological Zariski topology. A topological scheme is a local ringed space locally isomorphic
to such spaces. Classical formal schemes are subsumed as non-reduced objects. This has the
advantage that objects are defined in a fashion that makes them independent of their particular
representation as inductive limits.

Spaces of sublattices of vector spaces over certain complete valued fields can be con-
structed. Remarkably they can be constructed in the category of inductive limits of finite
projective schemes. One need not pass to a category of perfect schemes in which functions
have infinitep’th roots, but this comes at a price in at least two different ways. First of all, the
action even of the maximal bounded subgroup is not always defined directly, and one must
make use of relatively intricate strategies involving Frobenius covers to study orbit structure
etc. Secondly, the spaces are constructed using the Hilbert scheme rather than an infinite
Grassman variety and so computations can be quite unwieldy. There are alternative ways of
describing the schemes of which one takes an inductive limit. The description I have used
results in very natural inclusions in the inductive limit. The construction which permits the
most natural description of the orbit structure, however, requires a rather intricate system of
maps in the limit construction. These conflicting demands have been the peculiar difficulty of
this work. Nonetheless, the outlines of a theory do emerge.

These spaces of lattices which are constructed here are of course special toSL(n,K).

The homogeneous spaces corresponding to other semisimple groups remain to be constructed.
In the last section I give an indication of howI hope to approach the general case. After
slightly rephrasing certain well-known results of Bruhat and Tits, I expect to represent these
spaces as orbits in the lattice varieties constructed in this paper.

The paper is constructed as follows. Letp be a prime fixed once and throughout and let
k be the algebraic closure ofFp. LetO denote the ring of Witt vectors ofk and letK be the
fraction field ofO. LetF be a freeO-sub-module ofKn of rankn. A specialn-lattice inKn

is one which is an image ofF under the action of an element ofSL(n,K). Then one may
view SL(n,K) as operating pointwise on the set of special lattices inKn.

The first problem solved in this paper is the extension of the notion of Greenberg functor
from schemes of finite type over a discrete valuation ring to schemes of finite type over a
complete valued field. This involves the difficulties alluded to above, but it is the only con-
struction I could think of which gives a unique sense to the objects under discussion in this
paper. Apart from the necessity of this notion to defining certain objects in this paper it does
not find wide use here.

The second problem studied in this paper is the construction of schemes of lattices of
various types. The basic construction on which all other constructions are based is the con-
struction of a scheme parametrizing special lattices insidep−rF . These schemes are shown
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to be reduced and irreducible. Their tangent spaces are computed and it is shown that their
singular loci are of codimension two.

In a planned sequel to this paper I will discuss the action ofSL(n,K) on the space of
special lattices in some detail. I will consider the Picard group of the lattice scheme and the
Mumford groups (see [BLS] for a definition) of certain line bundles. They will be related to
the norm residue symbol and the central extensions studied by Moore [Mo], Steinberg [St]
and Matsumoto [Mt]. I will also show that these spaces can be modified to produce spaces of
Galois representations split by an Abelian extension unramified atp.

It is appropriate to mention sources of inspiration and some missed references for much
in this paper. The idea of viewing infininite dimensional varieties as topological schemes
already appears in some form in Shafarevich [Sh]. The idea of a topological Hopf algebra
appears again in Abe and Takeuchi [AT]. In addition, Takeuchi has written of topological
Hopf algebras in [MT]. In any case these writers have observed a number of phenomena which
motivated this work. I very recently found that Serre has discussed “quasi-algebraic” groups,
that is, algebraic objects with a multiplication defined only up to inseparable extension. I
would conjecture that his interest was drawn by the same groups that have interested me in
this paper. This is to be found in [S2]. I also recently rediscovered the classical work of
Barsotti whose papers written in the 60’s ([IB1], [IB2], [IB3]) contain a related theory. In any
case the necessity of working with topological schemes is, I believe, clear to many, but the
necessity of constructing foundations has been a serious deterrent. It is quite clear that this
work must be done if one is to bring techniques from conformal field theory and the theory of
moduli of principle bundles to class field theory, the Langlands program, the study of Galois
representations and the theory of automorphic forms and it is equally clear that this is the only
way to approach central issues in these areas.

Finally I would like to thank Tadao Oda for a number of very helpful suggestions. He
read an earlier version of this paper and made a number of valuable observations.

2. Topological algebraic geometry.
2.1. Topological rings; formal spectra: The field,k, is fixed throughout. We assume

that it is of characteristic,p. If p > 0 andr ≥ 0 and ifX is ak-scheme,X(r) denotes ther ’th
Frobenius cover,X(r) → X.

DEFINITION 1. LetV be a vector space overk. A linear topology onV is a topology
onV for which there exists a basis of neighborhoods of 0 consisting of vector subspaces of
V . If R is ak-algebra andM is anR-module, a linear topology onM is one for which there
is a basis of neighborhoods of 0 consisting ofR-submodules ofM. This applies toR itself as
well. A k-algebra with a linear topology will be called a topologicalk-algebra or sometimes
just a topological ring. IfR is a topologicalk-algebra, anR-module endowed with a linear
topology will be called a topologicalR-module if for each open submodule,N , the ideal,
(N : M) = {x ∈ R : xM ⊆ N} is open.
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If R is a topological ring andI is a closed ideal, thenR/I is canonically endowed with
a linear topology for which the surjection is a topological quotient morphism. The same is so
for modules.

For any proper open idealI , the topology onR/I is the discrete topology. There is
always a canonical map,R → lim←− IopenR/I . ThenR is separated if this map is injective;
complete if it is surjective. The same is true for modules or indeed for topological vector
spaces. The limit, lim←− IopenR/I , is the completion ofR. The same discussion and terminology
apply to modules and vector spaces.

If R is a topological ring, its topological nil-radical is the set of elements,x, such that
the sequence,xn, converges to 0. It is an ideal andR is called topologically reduced if its
topological nil-radical is(0). If R is a topological ring andS is a multiplicatively closed set,
then the localization,RS , is canonically a topological ring. Just declareJ ⊂ RS to be open
if its inverse image inR is. The complete localization ofR at S is the completion ofRS .
We shall write itR〈S〉. Notice that the kernel of the natural map fromR to R〈S〉 is the ideal
nS = {r : 0 ∈ rS}. Here,rS is the set,{rs : s ∈ S}, and the bar denotes closure. It should be
noted thatR〈S〉 = (0) whenS̄ ∩ n 
= ∅.

With these notions, we may construct a certain local ringed space, Spf(R), for each
topological ring,R. This is the formal spectrum as in [EGA] or as it is presented in [Ha] but
we shall write it out for good measure. Both ak-algebra and its completion yield the same
result and so we will henceforth assume thatR is complete and separated. The underlying
topological space of Spf(R) is the set of open prime ideals. The closed subsets of Spf(R) are
sets of the formV(I) = {p : p ∈ Spf(R), p ⊇ I } for I some closed ideal ofR. In particular,
the sets,D(f ) = {p : f /∈ p}, are a subbase for the topology of Spf(R). One may define a
sheaf by giving it on a subbase. SetÕR(D(f )) equal toR〈f 〉 where this denotes the complete
localization at the set of powers off . It must be shown that this depends only on the open set,
D(f ), and not onf . The complete localization is the projective limit of the rings,Rf /IRf

over all openI such thatf /∈ I . Suppose thatD(f ) = D(g). Then for all openI such that
f /∈ I , Rf /IRf = Rg/IRg , and so the inverse limit of these rings which is the complete
localization, depends only on the set of open primes,D(f ). LetOR be the sheaf associated
to this presheaf. Notice that this is a sheaf of topological rings. The pair consisting of the
topological space just constructed together with the sheaf given here is the local ringed space,
Spf(R). Note that when the topology onR is discrete, Spf(R) is just Spec(R).

Notice that ifI is any ideal then since every open ideal is closed, any open prime con-
tainingI also contains̄I and soV(I) = V(Ī ). Hence

⋂
i V(Ii ) = V(∑i Ii). This means that

Spf(R) need not be quasi-compact since it may be that
∑
i Ii = R even when

∑
i Ii 
= R.

It is also worth observing that Spf(R) = lim−→ IopenSpec(R/I) where this last limit is in the
category of ringed spaces and is hence an inductive limit on spaces and a projective limit on
sheaves.

DEFINITION 2. LetR be a complete separatedk-algebra with a linear topology. Then
the formal spectrum ofR, written Spf(R), is the set of open primes inR endowed with the
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topology and the sheaf of topological rings described above. A topological scheme is a local
ringed space(X,OX) such thatX admits a covering by open sets,U , such that(U,OX|U)
is the formal spectrum of some topological ring. A morphism of topological schemes,f̃ =
(f, f ◦), is a morphism of ringed spaces,f̃ : X → Y such that for each open setU ⊂ Y the
morphism,f ◦U : OY (U)→ OX(f

−1(U)) is continuous.

Since Spf(R) is just Spec(R) when the topology onR is discrete, the category ofk-
schemes is a full subcategory of the category of topological schemes overk. The formal
dimension of a formal scheme will be one less than the maximal length of a chain of open
primes. Thus the formal dimension of a scheme with the discrete topology on its sheaf of
rings is just its dimension as a scheme, while the formal dimension of the formal spectrum of
a complete local ring is zero.

If R andS are topologicalk-algebras, thenR ⊗k S is as well (with open idealsI ⊗k
S + R ⊗k J for I andJ open). LetR⊗̂kS denote the complete tensor product. It is readily
seen to be the coproduct ofR andS in the category of topologicalk-algebras. WhenR → S

is a continuous morphism of topologicalk-algebras, we shall callS a topologicalR-algebra.
If S andT are topologicalR-algebras, then one may construct the relative cofibre coproduct,
S⊗̂RT . Since it is a relative coproduct, it is clear that Spf(S⊗̂RT ) is the relative fiber product,
Y ×X Z, forX = Spf(R), Y = Spf(S) andZ = Spf(T ).

The existence of relative fiber products of affine topological schemes over an affine base,
that is, of formal spectra over a formal spectrum, allows us to apply any of the standard
arguments for the existence of relative fiber products of schemes to deduce that relative fibre
products of topological schemes exist. The seven steps in the proof of 3.3 on pages 87 and 88
of [Ha], for example, apply without a word of change and so the following holds:

PROPOSITION 1. Let f : X → S and g : Y → S be two topological morphisms
of topological k-schemes. Then, the relative fiber product, X ×S Y exists in the category of
topological schemes.

One may now speak of separated topological morphisms. Namely,f : X → Y is
separated if and only if the diagonal∆ : X → X ×Y X is a closed embedding. Most of
the standard notions of algebraic geometry generalize to the category of topological schemes.
Except when an alteration or a comment is necessary, they will be used as needed.

A discrete subscheme ofX will always mean a closed topological subscheme,Y ⊆ X

such that the topology onOY (U) is the discrete topology for all open subsets,U ⊆ Y .

DEFINITION 3. The topological schemeX will be called pro-Noetherian if it can be
written as an inductive limit,X = lim−→ i∈I Yi , of closed discrete Noetherian subschemes,Yi .

Notice that it is possible to define topological group schemes overS. Namelyf : G→ S

together with the morphisms,µ : G×S G→ G, s : G→ G ande : S → G, is a topological
group scheme if the data satisfy the usual axioms. One must always, however, require that
the set ofG-points,G(Y) = HomS(Y,G) be the set of morphisms in the topological cate-
gory. With that understanding, a topological group scheme is just a group in the category of
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topological schemes. Then, as is generally true in a category with products, it may also be
characterized as a topological scheme whose functor of points is equipped with a structure as
a functor to the category of groups.

2.2. Perfect algebraic geometry: Many of the algebraic objects considered in this pa-
per are not just topological, they are also spectra of perfect rings. Assume thatk is a perfect
field of characteristicp > 0. LetR be ak-algebra. ThenR will be called perfect if it is
reduced and the Frobenius morphism,F : R → R,F(a) = ap, is surjective. An ideal,I ,
in a perfect ring will be called perfect if it is radical and equal to its own image under the
Frobenius morphism. IfR is perfect andδ is any derivation ofR in anR-module,M, then
δ = 0 because every element ofR is ap’th power.

If R is a commutativek-algebra, form an inductive system by settingRn = R, n ∈
Z+ and taking the map fromRn to Rm to beFm−n for m ≥ n. This is a direct system of
commutative rings whose limit we writeR∞. It is the perfect closure ofR. It can be thought
of as the ring of equivalence classes of symbols,[a]n, n ≥ 0, with the operations,[a]n+[b]n =
[a + b]n, [a]n[b]n = [ab]n and subject to the equivalence relation,[apr ]n+r = [a]n. Notice
that the perfect closure is always reduced.

Write k[xi; i ∈ I ]∞ for the perfect closure of the ring of polynomials in the variables
{xi}i∈I . It consists of sums of monomials in thexi with exponents in the positive elements
of the ringZ[1/p], the localization ofZ atp. This ring of polynomials may be viewed as the
corresponding monoid algebra. We shall call this ring the ring of perfect polynomials in the
xi .

It is of some interest to note what the homomorphisms fromk[x]∞, the perfect polyno-
mials in one variable, to thek-algebra,A, are. IfA hasp-nilpotents, they correspond to the
sequences,{ai}i∈� such thatai = a

p

i+1. Under coordinate wise multiplication and addition
these sequences form a ring. Notice that it is always reduced. IfA has nop-nilpotents, they
correspond to elements with arbitrarypn’th roots, that is, to the maximal perfect subring. We
will write A0 for this ring of sequences. For convenience, in characteristic zero, the two sym-
bols,A∞ andA0, will both be taken to beA itself. We shall refer toA0 as the the ring of
perfect values in A.We shall call the map which sends the sequence,{ai}i∈�, toa0 simply the
canonical map.

We begin with an example of a perfect scheme. Since the topology on its functions is
the discrete topology it is in fact a perfect group scheme. It will appear frequently in what
follows. For example ifO is a complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic 0 with residue
class field,k, and fraction field,K, the maximalk-torus of a group of the formG(K) where
G is linear algebraic is of this type. We include it to point out some of the problems involved
with perfect schemes and also to show that they can nonetheless be rather manageable.

DEFINITION 4. LetΓ be aZ[1/p]-module. Then the perfect multiplicative group as-
sociated toΓ is the group of multiplicative type associated toΓ overk in the sense of [SGAD,
II]. That is, it is the spectrum of the group algebra ofΓ with co-multiplication,µ(γ ) = γ ⊗γ ,
co-unite(γ ) = 1 and antipodes(γ ) = γ−1.
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Thus the perfect multiplicative group associated toΓ is an unremarkable group scheme
of multiplicative type in the sense of [SGAD, II] except that when it is not finite it is not
Noetherian and moreover, since its coordinate ring is perfect, it has Lie algebra(0). It is
possible to compute its ring of invariant differential operators. We shall indicate how to do
it for Γ of the formZ[1/p]⊕n. It is important to observe that an affine action of the perfect
multiplicative group associated toΓ is just aΓ -graded ring. In what follows affine actions of
the group associated toZ[1/p] will play a crucial role.

Observe that if
(
n
r

)
is the binomial coefficient, it satisfies the identity

(
n
r

) ≡ (
pn
pr

)
modp.

By abuse of language view binomial coefficients as functions with values in the field withp

elements. Forr andν ∈ Z[1/p] with r ≥ 0, define the value of
(
ν
r

)
as

(
psν
psr

)
for s large enough

to clear denominators. By the identity observed above, this is independent ofs so long ass
clears denominators. Write the elements ofZ[1/p]⊕n asn-tuples(ν1, . . . , νn). Then for any
n-tuple,ν, and non-negativen-tuple,r, let

(
ν
r

) =∏n
i=1

(
νi
ri

)
.

Now for anyn-tuple,ν ∈ Z[1/p]⊕n = Γ write tν for that element viewed as an element
of the group algebra,k[Γ ]. Define a symbol,

(H
r

)
for r a non-negative element ofΓ as

follows. The symbol,
(H

r

)
, is an element of the linear dual ofk[Γ ] defined by the linear pairing,

〈(H
r

)
, tν〉 = (

ν
r

)
. Then

(H
r

)
is a distribution on the perfect multiplicative group associated to

Γ and its convolution action is given by
(H

r

) ∗ tν = (
ν
r

)
tν . The ring of invariant differential

operators on Spec(k[Γ ]) is a completion ofD, the linear span of these symbols. Namely,
let Γ0 be theZ-lattice Z⊕n ⊆ Γ and, for eachq ∈ Z, let Iq be the ideal of elements inD
which vanish onpqΓ0. Regard these ideals as a basis of neighborhoods of(0) and complete
D accordingly and call the ring obtainedDΓ . To see that this is the appropriate ring, just note
that thek[Γ ] is an inductive limit and thatD, the completion just described is just the dual
projective limit.

It is of some interest to note that the notion of a perfect closure is geometric. LetX be
any scheme of finite type over the field,k. Now for anyk-algebra,R, letR1/pn theR-algebra
whose underlying set isR but which is anR-algebra by means of thepn’th power morphism.

Define a sheaf,O1/pn

X , by the equation,O1/pn

X (U) = OX(U)
1/pn. Then the space,X, with

the sheafO1/pn

X is a scheme and a purely inseparable cover ofX. SetOp−∞
X = lim−→ nO1/pn

X .

The space,X, with the sheaf,O1/pn

X , restricts to a true scheme on closed sets defined by
open ideals. It is hence natural to consider the space with the sheaf associated to the presheaf
of completions on open sets. It is a topological scheme with the same space. Since the
corresponding sheaf is the one most natural to our discussion, we write this sheaf associated

to the completions aŝO1/p−∞
X but more briefly asO∞X .

DEFINITION 5. LetX∞ denote the space,X, together with the sheaf̂Op−∞
X . It will be

referred to as the complete perfect cover ofX. LetX0∞ denote the same space with the sheaf

Op−∞
X . This will be called the incomplete perfect cover ofX.
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This distinction between the complete and incomplete perfect covers is crucial. The
infinite polynomials defining multiplication on the fraction field of the Witt vectors, for ex-
ample, are in the complete perfect cover but not the incomplete perfect cover. On the other
hand, the incomplete perfect cover will play an important role in the definition of the localized
Greenberg functor.

2.3. Some important topological schemes: In this section, we shall consider two dis-
tinct types of infinite dimensional affine spaceswhich will play a specialrole in what follows.
WriteR[xi]i∈� to denote the ring of polynomials overR in a set of indeterminates indexed by
the integers. We define two sequences of ideals,Jν andLν, ν ≥ 0 each of which is a basis of
neighborhoods of 0. FirstJν is the ideal inR[xi]i∈� generated by{xi : i < ν}. The idealLν
is the ideal generated by the set,{xi : i < −ν} ∪ {xi : i > ν}. We assume thatR is discrete.

DEFINITION 6. LetR be a discrete ring. ThenR+〈X�〉 will denote the completion of
the ring,R[xi]i∈� in the topology in which{Jν}ν∈� is a basis of neighborhoods of 0. We shall
write RL〈X�〉 for the completion ofR[xi]i∈� in the topology in which the ideals,{Lν}ν≥0,
are a basis of neighborhoods of 0.

We wish to give very explicit descriptions of these rings. First,R+〈X�〉may be thought
of as a ring of infinite polynomials,u, described as follows. The elementu is an infinite
linear combination of monomials subject to the requirement that for any integer,n, the set of
monomials exclusively in the indeterminates,xi, for i > n and having a non-zero coefficient
in u is finite in number.

The ringRL〈X�〉 is also a ring of infinite polynomials,u, but the condition is different.
In this caseu is an infinite linear combination of monomials subject to the requirement that
for any non-negative integer,n, the set of monomials exclusively in the indeterminates,{xi :
−n < i < n}, and having non-zero coefficients inu is finite in number.

One may easily verify that in either of these rings of infinite polynomials the multipli-
cation is perfectly well defined in the most trivial sense. Moreover the elements of these
rings define functions on certain easily understood spaces. For any discreteR-algebra,B, let
A+R(B) denote the set of sequences{bi}, bi ∈ B for i in Z such that for somen, bi = 0 for
all i < n and letALR(B) denote the set of sequences{bi} such that there is ann > 0 such that
bi = 0 for all i such that|i| > n. Then, examining the elements ofR+ 〈X�〉 andRL 〈X�〉,
one easily sees that by substituting thebi for thexi , the elements ofA+R(B) andALR(B) define
homomorphisms fromR+ 〈X�〉 andRL 〈X�〉 to B, respectively. Finally bear in mind that,
for B discrete, Spf(B) = Spec(B).

DEFINITION 7. We shall refer toR+ 〈X�〉 as thering of infinite Laurent coefficients
overR and toRL 〈X�〉 as thering of finite Laurent coefficients overR.

PROPOSITION 2. Let B be a discrete R-algebra. Then,
(1) The set of continuous homomorphisms fromR+ 〈X�〉 toB is in bijective correspon-

dence with A+R(B).
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(2) The set of continuous homomorphisms fromRL 〈X�〉 to B is in bijective correspon-
dence with ALR(B).
That is A+R(B) is the set of Spf(B)-valued points of Spf(R+ 〈X�〉) and ALR(B) is the set of
Spf(B)-valued points of Spf(RL 〈X�〉).

PROOF. Let φ, respectivelyψ, denote a continuous homomorphism fromR+ 〈X�〉,
respectivelyRL 〈X�〉, to B. Thusφ andψ must each vanish on an open ideal. Henceφ

must vanish on an ideal of the form,Îν , generated by the set ofxn for n < ν, whileψ must
vanish on someĴν , ν ≥ 0 generated by the set ofxn such thatn < −ν or n > ν. But
R+ 〈X�〉 /Îν = R[xν, xν+1, . . . ] andRL 〈X�〉 /Ĵν = R[x−ν, x−ν+1, . . . , xν]. Consequently,
φ is determined by the values,bi , it assigns to thexi, i ≥ ν which may be chosen arbitrarily
andψ is determined by the valuesbi it assigns to the finite set,x−ν, x−ν+1, . . . , xν which
may be chosen arbitrarily. �

Because of this proposition, we writeA+R = Spf(R+ 〈X�〉) andALR = Spf(RL 〈X�〉).
This is also an appropriate time to introduce some conventions. WhenI is an index set for a
setyi of indeterminates, we shall writeYI for the set and, when the meaning is clear, write
such expressions asR[YI ]. Further, when there is no ambiguity concerning the index set, we
may write merelyY andR[Y ] for YI andR[YI ].

It is of some interest to consider the perfect completion. We will give an element in the

perfect completion ofk+ 〈X�〉 which is not in its perfect closure. Just consider
∑
i≤0 x

pi

i .
As the elements of the ordinary (algebraic) perfect closure would havep-denominators in
their exponents bounded from below, this element is not in the perfect closure. For all of
these constructions, we shall indicate the corresponding perfect completion by placing the
subscript,∞, on the ring of coefficients. The perfect completion will be indicated by the
addition of the subscript,∞. Thus we will writek+∞ 〈X�〉 , kL∞ 〈X�〉 , X∞ and so on. The
formal spectrum of the perfect completion of a topological algebra is the complete perfect
cover of the formal spectrum of that algebra.

2.4. The projective space associated to a topological vector space: IfV is a vector
space overk with a linear topology, the symmetric algebra,Sk(V ), carries a natural topology
determined by that onV . Namely, an ideal inSk(V ) is open if and only if it contains an
open subspace ofV . We shall call this the topology onSk(V ) induced by that onV . This
topology, in turn, induces a topology on each of the vector spacesS

q
k (V ). A vector subspace,

M ⊆ S
q
k (V ) is open if and only ifM contains a set of the formI ∩ Sqk (V ) for some open

ideal,I . Clearly, the closure ofSqk (V ) in the completion ofSk(V ) is its closure in this induced
topology.

DEFINITION 8. LetV be ak-vector space with a linear topology. The complete sym-
metric algebra onV , written Ŝk(V ), will signify the completion ofSk(V ) in the topology on
Sk(V ) induced by that onV . The completeq ’th symmetric power ofV , written Ŝqk (V ), will

refer to the closure of the image ofSqk (V ) in Ŝk(V ). The complete graded symmetric algebra
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onV will mean the sub-algebra,
∐
q≥0 Ŝ

q
k (V ), of Ŝk(V ). We shall write itŜ�k(V ). The formal

spectrum ofŜk(V ) will be written V̌ . It will be called the associated affine space ofV .

Notice that the set ofk-points of V̌ is exactly the continuous dual ofV and that the
Spf(R)-valued points are just the continuous homomorphisms fromV to R. This is simple
enough, but the analogue of a projective space is somewhat more problematic.

DEFINITION 9. A topological graded algebra is a graded algebra,S =∐
ν Sν such that

each of the homogeneous parts,Sr , is endowed with a linear topology and so that multipli-
cation,Sr × Sq → Sr+q is jointly continuous for allr, q. We shall callS separated if each
of theSr is, and complete if each of theSr is. An ideal is graded if it is the direct sum of its
intersections with each of the homogeneous summandsSq . The irrelevant ideal is the sum,∐
q>0 S

q . An ideal is open if and only if its intersection withSq is for eachq.

This last condition specifies a topology onS, namely the coproduct topology. Notice that
each open ideal contains an open subset ofS1 and hence the ideal generated by it.

We construct a topological space associated to the topological graded algebra,S. Its
points are the graded open primes,P, in S which do not contain the irrelevant ideal. IfI is
any graded ideal, letV+(I) denote the set of non-irrelevant open graded primes containingI .
ThenV+(I ∩J ) = V+(I)∪V+(J ) andV+(∑i∈I Ii) =

⋂
i∈I V+(Ii) and so the sets,V+(I),

may be taken as the closed sets in a topology on the set of graded primes. WriteD+(I) for
the complement ofV+(I). Also writeV+(f ) andD+(f ) for V+(f S) and its complement,
respectively. We shall write FProj(S) for this topological space. Its open sets are the sets,
D+(I).

There are at least two different ways of constructing a sheaf on FProj(S). The first is
to observe that, as a topological space, FProj(S) is the direct limit of the closed subspaces
Proj(S/I) as I ranges over the partially ordered set of open ideals. Corresponding to an
inclusion of open ideals,I ⊂ J , there is a closed embedding of schemes, Proj(S/J ) ⊂
Proj(S/I) ⊂ FProj(S). Hence one may consider the projective limit of the structure sheaves
of the schemes Proj(S/I). This projective limit is the structure sheaf of FProj(S).

Alternatively, letf be a homogeneous element ofS. Then the localization,Sf is a
graded topological algebra. In particular, the set of elements of degree 0 inSf is an algebra
with a linear topology. Denote itS0

f . Then Spf(S0
f ) is a topological scheme and its underlying

space is evidently equal toD+(f ). Then the structure sheaf on FProj(S) restricts to a sheaf
isomorphic to the structure sheaf of Spf(S0

f ) onD+(f ). We leave to the reader the problem
of showing that this characterization gives the same sheaf as that of the previous paragraph.

DEFINITION 10. LetS be a topological graded algebra. Then, theformal projective
scheme associated toS, written FProj(S) is the local ringed space whose underlying topolog-
ical space is the set of open homogeneous primes endowed with the graded Zariski topology.
Its structure sheaf is the sheafOFProj(S) whose restriction toD+(f ) is the structure sheaf of
Spf(S0

f ) for each homogeneousf .
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Finally, we construct the formal projective scheme, FP(V̌ ), wheneverV is a topological
vector space with associated affine space,V̌ . Then FP(V̌ ) is just FProj(Ŝ�k(V )).

2.5. The Witt fractions: Fork a perfect field of characteristicp > 0 let W(k) = Wk

denote the ring of Witt vectors ofk. By the Witt fractions of the field,k, we shall mean the
fraction field of its ring of Witt vectors. Henceforth we shall always write itK. We shall con-
struct this field as thek-points of a topological scheme. A particular difficulty enters into their
construction. As a scheme of points with no algebraic structures, or even as an additive group,
the construction presents no problems. To construct a polynomial multiplication, however, we
must pass to the complete perfect closure. To fix notation, for anyξ ∈ k let ξ̃ ∈ W denote its
multiplicative representative. For ak-polynomial,f , let f̃ denote the function whose value
onx is the multiplicative representative off (x). The infinite vector,(ξ0, . . . , ξi , . . . ) will de-

note the vector corresponding to the element
∑
i≥0 ξ̃

p−i
i pi . LetΦi andΨi be the polynomials

defined by the equations,∑
i≥0

ξ̃
p−i
i pi +

∑
i≥0

η̃
p−i
i pi =

∑
i≥0

Φ̃i (ξ0, . . . , ξi; η0, . . . , ηi)
p−i pi(2.1)

and ( ∑
i≥0

ξ̃
p−i
i pi

)( ∑
i≥0

η̃
p−i
i pi

)
=

∑
i≥0

Ψ̃i(ξ0, . . . , ξi; η0, . . . , ηi)
p−i pi .(2.2)

Having defined these polynomials in this fashion, we observe the following restriction
formulae which result from restricting theΦi toprW ×prW and theΨi toprW ×psW . The
two formulae are just the polynomial equations resulting from the statements,pra + prb =
pr(a + b) andpru · psv = p(r+s)uv. To deduce these formulae, first restrict then note that
since the coefficients ofΦi andΨj are in the prime field they satisfy the functional equation

f (x1, . . . , xm)
ps = f (xps1 , . . . , x

ps

m ). They are:

Φi(0, . . . ,0, xr, . . . , xi; 0, . . . ,0, yr , . . . , yi) = Φi−r (xr, . . . , xi; yr, . . . , yi) ,(2.3)

Ψi(0, . . . ,0, xr, . . . , xi; 0, . . . ,0, ys, . . . , yi)
= Ψi−r−s (xp

s

r , . . . , x
ps

i−s; yp
r

s , . . . , y
pr

i−r ) .
(2.4)

In these equations, it is understood that the polynomials,Φi andΨi , do not exist when
i < 0. Further, they must be regarded as polynomials over the prime field of characteristic,
p > 0, even though the polynomials themselves are defined overZ, because we must use the
functional equations noted above.

We now consider thexi, i ∈ Z and theyi, i ∈ Z to be elements in the ring of perfect
polynomials in those variables. For non-positive integers,r, s, define polynomials,Φ(r)i and
Ψ
r,s
i by the equations:

Φ
(r)
i (xr, . . . , xi; yr, . . . , yi) = Φi−r (xr, . . . , xi; yr, . . . , yi) ,(2.5)

Ψ
r,s
i (xr, . . . , xi−s; ys, . . . , yi−r ) = Ψi−r−s (xp

s

r , . . . , x
ps

i−s; yp
r

s , . . . , y
pr

i−r ) .(2.6)
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Then by the restriction formulae, 2.3 and 2.4, for integersq,m such thatq > r and
m > s, Φ(r)i | pqW × pqW = Φ

(q)
i andΨ r,s

i | pqW × pmW = Ψ
q,m
i . Then these two

systems of polynomials may be used to construct a topological ring scheme taking values in
any perfectk-algebra. The polynomials,Φ(r)i , do not involvep’th roots. Consequently, a
non-perfect topological additive group scheme may be defined. The ring structure requires
passage to the perfect completion. Proceed as follows.

LetX�be a set of polynomial variables indexed by the integers. LetA+ denotek+ 〈X�〉
and letA+∞ denote its perfect completion. Then, for fixedi, the sequences of polynomials,
Φ
(r)
i (xr ⊗ 1, . . . , xi ⊗ 1; 1⊗ xi, . . . ,1 ⊗ xr) is a convergent sequence of polynomials in

A+⊗̂A+ whileΨ r,s
i (xr ⊗ 1, . . . , xi−s ⊗ 1; 1⊗ xs, . . . ,1⊗ xi−r ) is a convergent sequence in

A+∞⊗̂A+∞. Let Φ̂i andΨ̂i denote their limits in the corresponding complete tensor products.
Then the mapping,α(xi) = Φ̂i givesA+ the structure of the coordinate ring of a commutative
topological group scheme andα andµ(xi) = Ψ̂i are maps givingA+∞ the structure of a formal
ring scheme.

DEFINITION 11. Thescheme of additive Witt fractions of k is the formalk-scheme,
Spf(A+) with the binary operation defined byα. The scheme of Witt fractions is Spf(A∞)
with the binary operations defined by the mapsα andµ as, respectively, co-addition and co-
multiplication. We shall writeQW+k for the scheme of additive Witt fractions andQWk for
the scheme of Witt fractions.

It is of some significance to note that ifWk denotes the Witt vectors, a multiplication
of sorts can be defined onp−rWk where this latter is an additive subgroup ofQW+k . The
notation is self-explanatory.

PROPOSITION 3. For r, s ≥ 0 there is an algebraic bilinear map of group schemes,
µr,s : p−rW(s)

k ×k p−sW(r)
k → p−r−sWk . (Recall that the exponents in parentheses specify

Frobenius covers.)

In view of the restriction formula, (2.4), no proof is required.
We include one more definition of an arithmetic nature. We recall the endomorphismsV

andF of Serre [S1]. We must, for notational consistency rename them. Define two endomor-
phisms of algebras, both denotedσ, on k+ 〈X�〉 andk+∞ 〈X�〉, by the equation,σ(xi) = xpi .
We then extend this to the complete perfect closure of either ring where it becomes an auto-
morphism. Each of the polynomials,Φi andΨi has coefficients in the integers, i.e., inFp, and
henceΦi(x

p

0 , . . . , x
p
i ) = Φi(x0, . . . , xi)

p and the same forΨi . Written otherwise, this says
thatΦi andΨi satisfy the condition,f (σ(x0), . . . , σ (xi)) = σ(f (x0, . . . , xi)) for all i. This
however means thatσ behaves properly with respect to co-addition and co-multiplication on
the scheme of Witt fractions, additive or otherwise, and so extends even to an automorphism
of topological ring schemes on the complete Witt fractions and an automorphism of commuta-
tive group schemes in the additive case. Considering the effect of the contravariant morphism

of Witt fractions, if σ ∗ is the contravariant morphism,σ ∗(
∑
(ξ̃i )

p−i pi) = ∑
(ξ̃
p−1

i )p
−i
pi .

That is to say,σ ∗is the classical Frobenius substitution of number theory, the topological
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generator of the Galois group of the Witt vectors. This is the morphism corresponding toF

in Serre [S1]. Notice however that it is an automorphism of the Witt fractions but only an
endomorphism of the additive Witt fractions.

We also define a morphism,v, corresponding tov(xi) = xi−1. This is “vershiebung” and
it is merely an additive morphism on either of the two schemes. Observe the well known fact
that the compositionσ ◦ v corresponds to multiplication byp.

DEFINITION 12. The Frobenius substitution onQWk andQW+k is the endomorphism
induced by the endomorphism of coordinate rings,σ(xi) = x

p
i . The automorphism of the

field or ring of points is writtenσ ∗. It is an automorphism on the topological schemeQWk

but an endomorphism with non-reduced punctual fibers onQW+k .

This definition can be extended, though not necessarily canonically, to other schemes
derived from the Witt fractions such as the Vector space of dimensionn over the Witt fractions
or the matrices over them. We shall always useσ andσ ∗ to represent these endomorphisms
when no ambiguity will result.

Another remark is in order. One might wonder whether one must indeed pass to the
perfect completion to define the Witt fractions. To verify that it is necessary just note that
the result of multiplying the Witt vector whose only non-zero component isξ0 in degree zero
with the one whose only non-zero component isηr in degreer is the vector with the single
non-zero component,ξp

r

0 ηr in degreer. In negative degree this requires arbitrarypn’th roots.
Now QWk is a ring object in the category of topological schemes whose set of

k-points is K, the fraction field of Wk. Hence, for any topological schemeZ,
Hom(Z,QWk) is a ring. LetZ denote then-fold product ofQWk and letXi denote projection
on thei’th factor. AnyC ∈ K is ak-point ofQWk, that is, a continuous homomorphism from
the coordinate ring ofQWk to k. The composition of this map with the algebra inclusion of
k in the coordinate ring ofQWk is contravariant to the map fromQWk toQWk which sends
every point to the constant valueC. We call this the constant map associated toC. Identify
C ∈ K with the associated constant map,C : QWk → QWk. One may then take arbitrary
polynomials in theXi and these are maps fromQWn

k toQWk in the category of topological
schemes. Since relative fiber products and hence fibers of morphisms exist in the category of
topological schemes, it follows that any affine scheme of finite type overQWk may be viewed
as an affine topological scheme overk. (Affine because the fibre product of affines is affine.)
It is also clear that a morphism of affine schemes of finite type overQWk is a morphism in the
category of topological schemes. From this one can conclude that any scheme of finite type
overQWk affine or not admits a structure as a topological scheme overk. It is not immediately
clear that these procedures are functorial or indeed that they give a uniquely defined structure
in the appropriate category. This ambiguity is a consequence of the fact that these schemes, as
we have defined them, do not have a precise definition as something like Greenberg functors
or limits of Greenberg functors.
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2.6. Localized Greenberg functors: We begin this section with an observation. Sup-
pose thatX is ak-scheme and thatB is ak-algebra. Then one may construct a presheaf onX

by settingB(U) = Homk(B,OX(U)) for any open setU in X.

LEMMA 1. For any k-scheme X and k-algebra, B, B is a sheaf of sets.

PROOF. SupposeU = ⋃
i Mi is an open covering and letα, β ∈ B(U) be two sections

such thatα|Mi = β|Mi for eachi. This means thatα(b)|Mi = β(b)|Mi for eachi and hence
α(b) = β(b) for eachb ∈ B. That is,α = β.

Similarly suppose thatαi ∈ B(Mi) is a family of sections such thatαi |(Mi ∩ Mj) =
αj |(Mi ∩Mj) for eachi, j. This means that for anyb ∈ B, αi (b)|(Mi ∩Mj) = αj (b)|(Mi ∩
Mj).Hence there is a sectionα(b) ∈ OX(U) restricting to the sectionsαi(b). (Said otherwise,
Hom(BX,OX) is a sheaf whereBX denotes the constant sheaf.) �

We recall the classic results of Greenberg. LetW be a ring scheme overk which is an
inverse limit of finite ring schemes each isomorphic as a scheme to an affine space and let
W = W(k). For ak-scheme,Y , define a ringed space by taking the underlying space ofY

as its topological space. Construct a presheaf by lettingWY (U) =W(OY (U)). By Lemma
1, this is a sheaf. The underlying space ofY with the sheaf,WY will be denotedW(Y ). The
Greenberg functor,G0 associated toW is the right adjoint ofW, that is, for each SpecW
scheme,Z, andk-scheme,X, the equation, Homk(G0Z,X) = HomSpecW(Z,W(X)) holds
functorially in Z andX. It exists and is defined on the category of schemes of finite type
overW and in fact in a somewhat more general context which is of no relevance to us here
([MJG1], [MJG2]). Our purpose here is to show that a localized version of the Greenberg
functor exists. That is, there is an analogue of the Greenberg functor defined on schemes of
finite type over the fraction field ofW . It is a topological scheme overk and it does not have
all the properties of the classical Greenberg functor.

To facilitate our discussion I would like to introduce certain assumptions. A ring scheme
W on the category ofk-schemes for some perfect field,k, will be called aw-scheme if it
satisfies the following list of conditions which essentially codify some common properties of
formal power series and Witt vectors:

HYPOTHESES 1. A w-scheme over k is a ring scheme assumed to satisfy the following:
(1) The set of SpecA-valued points of W is isomorphic to the sequences, (a0, a1, . . . )

indexed by the positive integers and multiplication and addition are given by sequences of
polynomials in these entries.

(2) The map η(a) = (a,0,0, . . . ) is multiplicative and the map φ(a0, a1, . . . ) = a0 is
a homomorphism of rings. For a perfect ring, A, the kernel of φ is principal with generator
(0,1,0,0, . . . ) = π . For any A the zero of W(A) is the zero sequence, (0,0, . . . ).

(3) For any k-algebra,A, and elements ai, bj ∈ A, the product

(0,0, . . . ,0, ai, ai+1, . . . )(0,0, . . .0, bj , bj+1, . . . )
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is an A point of W whose first non-vanishing entry is ap
j

i b
pi

j in the (i + j)’th place, where p
is the characteristic exponent of k (i.e., one in characteristic 0). Moreover, for any c ∈ A and
any a = (a0, a1, . . . ) ∈W(A), η(c)a = (ca0, c

pa1, . . . , c
pi ai, . . . ).

(4) For each integer, n, the assignment, In(A) = {(a0, a1, . . . ) ∈W(A) : a0 = a1 =
· · · = an−1 = 0}, defines a scheme of ideals and the quotient W(A)/In(A) =Wn(A) is a
finite ring-scheme with functor of points isomorphic as a set to the sequences (a0, . . . , an−1).
The map from W(A) given by simple truncation is the quotient homomorphism.

(5) There is an endomorphism of the identity functor on the category of k-algebras, σ ,
and an additive map, v : W(A) → W(A) given by v(a0, a1, . . . ) = (0, a0, a1, . . . ) (the
shift), so that V ◦W(σ ) is the same as multiplication by π .

These hypotheses have certain immediate consequences. Letq be an ideal in thek-
algebra,A. Then the natural morphism,A → A/q by functoriality induces a morphism
W(A) → W(A/q). Write W(q) for the kernel of this latter homomorphism. It is self-
evidently the set of sequences,(a0, a1, . . . ) such that for eachi, ai ∈ q. Finally, In(A), the
sequences whose firstn coordinates are 0 is an ideal inW(A) for eachn ≥ 1 andW(A) is a
complete topological algebra with these ideals as neighborhoods of 0. Forn ≥ 1, by the third
hypothesis,In(A) consists of topological nilpotents.

1. For any domain, A,W(A) is a domain.

To see this leta andb be elements ofW(A). If they are both non-zero letai andbj in
the i’th andj ’th places be their initial non-vanishing coordinates. By Hypotheses 1, (2), the

initial term ofab is ap
j

i b
pi

j which must also be non-zero.

2. For any k-algebra, A, and any prime q ⊆ A, W(q) is prime in W(A).

This follows immediately from 1.

3. For any k-algebra, A, and any a = (a0, a1, . . . ) ∈ W(A), the complete localiza-
tion, W(A)〈a〉 is isomorphic to W(Aa0).

The proof of this is not entirely trivial. First we prove that ifã0 = η(a0) thenW(A)〈a〉 =
W(A)〈ã0〉. To see this, note thata − ã0 is topologically nilpotent in both rings. Hence, in
W(A)ã0, ã−1

0 (a − ã0) = u is as well. Hence 1+ u and so alsõa0(1 + u) = a are both
units. Consequently there is a natural map fromW(A)a to W(A)ã0 which composes with
the natural injection ofW(A) into W(A)a to give the natural injection intoW(A)ã0. In
W(A)a the elementa − ã0 is topologically nilpotent and soa−1(a − ã0) is. One deduces
thatã0 is invertible in this ring and so there is a natural mapW(A)〈ã0〉 →W(A)〈a〉 which is
compatible with the natural injections. Thus the two are isomorphic.

Now we can prove thatW(A)〈ã0〉 is isomorphic toW(Aa0). There is a natural map
from W(A) into W(Aa0) and this map clearly carries̃a0 to an invertible element. Hence
there is a unique map fromW(A)〈ã0〉 extending the natural map. Next notice that for any
finite sequence,b = (b0/a

q0
0 , b1/a

q1
0 , . . . , bn/a

qn
0 ,0,0, . . . ) there is a finite integer,N , so

thatpiN > qi for all i ≤ n. By 23 iii), it follows that ãN0 b is in the image ofW(A) and
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sob is in the image ofW(A)〈ã0〉. The finite elements are evidently dense and so the map is
surjective. For injectivity, notice that if ac ∈W(A) is taken to zero, then there is a sequence
Ni so thatãNi0 c ∈ Ii(A). But this says that 0 is in the closure of the set of elements,ã

Ni
0 c.

Hence the image ofc in W(A)〈ã0〉 is already null which proves what we wished to prove.
Without proof, we include the following whose proof is very close in spirit to the last

part of the proof above. Both proofs amount to the observation that the functors involved
(tensor product, localization) are in principle preserved by the finite schemes of whichW is
the inverse limit and then passing to the limit.

4. W(A⊗k B) =W(A)⊗̂WW(B).

Consider the functorW, defined in the first paragraph of this section, from the category
of k-schemes to the category of local ringed spaces overW . Its value on the scheme,X, has
the same underlying spacebut its sheaf, which we writeWX is the sheafU �→W(OX(U)).
This ringed space isW(X).

PROPOSITION 4. LetX = Spec(A)whereA is a k-algebra. Then W(X) = SpfW(A).
Moreover W(X) is a topological W(k)-scheme for each k-scheme X.

PROOF. The open primes ofW(A) are just those containingI1(A). Hence they are
exactly the primes ofW(A)/I1(A) = A. The topology is clearly the same. Hence the
underlying space of Spf(W(A)) is exactly the underlying space of Spec(A). The sheaf is
determined by its values on a subbase for the topology, hence for setsD(a). By 3,D(a) =
D(ã0) and the value of the structure sheaf onD(ã0) is justW(Aa0). Hence the underlying
spaces of the two ringed spaces coincide and thestructure sheaves coincide as well. WriteX
as a union of affines, Spec(Ai). It follows thatW(X) =⋃

i Spf(W(Ai)). �

Thus using the notion of a topological scheme as we have defined it, the functor,W,
which naturally occurs in the definition of a Greenberg functor actually carries schemes to
topological schemes. Before proceeding we recall a particular universal mapping property of
local ringed spaces. Recall that given a local ringed spaceM̃ = (M,OM) then for any map,
φ0, from a commutative ring,R, to Γ (M̃,OM) there is an induced map,φ : M̃ → Spec(R).
At the point,x, the map is determined by composingφ0 with the natural map fromΓ (M̃,OM)

to the germs,OM,x , and using the resulting composition to take the inverse image of the max-
imal ideal atx. There is such a map forR = Γ (M̃,OM), from M̃ to Spec(Γ (M̃,OM)) and
this map is universal in that every map from̃M to an affine scheme factors uniquely through
this map via the natural map contravariant to the map of global sections,R → Γ (M̃,OM).
Said otherwise, the functor, Spec, from the category of commutative rings with unit to the
category of local ringed spaces and local morphisms, is a contravariant right adjoint to the
functor global sections in the structure sheaf. The statement just for schemes rather than local
ringed spaces is exercise 2.4 of [Ha] but it trivially extends to local ringed spaces. It is proven
for local ringed spaces in [EGA, I, p. 310, Proposition 1.6.3].
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For a ring,A, let Ap
−∞

denote the incomplete perfect cover ofA, that is, the limit,
lim−→ nA

p−n . (See the fourth paragraph of Subsection 2.2). This ring is the ring of regular
functions on the incomplete perfect cover of Spec(A).

DEFINITION 13. Assume thatW is w-scheme, i.e., that it satisfies the hypotheses,
23. The localized w-functor associated toW is the functor,Wπ , which associates to each
commutativek-algebra,A, the value ofW onAp

−∞
localized at the uniformizing parameter,

π . That is,Wπ (A) = (W(Ap
−∞
))π . The functor,Wπ , from the category ofk-schemes

to the category ofK-ringed spaces assigns to eachk-scheme,X, the ringed space,Wπ(X),

which has the same underlying topological space asX. Its sheaf is that associated to the
presheaf,

Wπ (OX)(U) = (Wπ(OX(U)) .

LEMMA 2. For any k-scheme,X, Wπ(OX) is a sheaf.

PROOF. First observe thatOp−∞
X is a sheaf. It follows thatW(Op−∞

X ) is also a sheaf,

since it is simply a product of a countable number of copies ofOp−∞
X .

Now we show thatWπ(OX) is a sheaf. Let{Ui}i∈I be a covering indexed by the ordered

setI and fori < j letUi,j = Ui∩Uj . Letj1, j2 :∏i W(O0
X(Ui))→

∏
i<j W(Op−∞

X (Ui,j ))

be the maps defined byj1({si}i ) = {si |Ui,j }i<j , j2({si}i ) = {si |Uj,i}j<i . ThatW(Op−∞
X ) is

a sheaf is equivalent to the exactness of:

0→∏
i W(Op−∞

X (Ui))
j1−j2−−−→ ∏

i<j W(Op−∞
X (Ui,j ))(2.7)

for each covering,{Ui}i∈I . For any openM, Wπ(OX)(M) = W(Op−∞
X (M))π and conse-

quently one may localize the exact sequence (2.7) to obtain an exact sequence:

0→ ∏
i Wπ(OX)(Ui)

j1−j2−−−→ ∏
i<j Wπ (OX)(Ui,j ) .(2.8)

The exactness of (2.8) for any covering is exactly the statement thatWπ(OX) is a sheaf.
It also should be noted that the stalks ofWπ (OX) are local. To see this one need only apply
the functorWπ to the evaluation map,OX(U)→ OX,x/mx. �

DEFINITION 14. LetX be aK-scheme. Then alocalized Greenberg scheme associated
toX is a topologicalk-scheme,GX, satisfying the functorial equation HomK(Wπ (Y ),X) =
Homk(Y,GX) for all k-schemes,Y.

Clearly, since the functor whichGX represents is determined, if a topological scheme
representing it exists, it is unique up to a unique isomorphism. We shall prove that it exists
for all schemes of finite type overK and thatG behaves well with respect to relative fiber
products. Once existence is established for schemes of finite type overK, it follows thatG is
in fact a covariant functor from schemes of finite type overK to topological schemes overk.
The universal mapping property of Spec(Γ (X,OX)) alluded to above plays a crucial role.

REMARK 1. It is natural to attempt to construct these objects without passing to perfect
closures. However even the simplest polynomials of positive degree such asx2 or xy involve
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arbitrarily largep’th roots when they are expressed ink coordinates. It follows that one must
use a perfect completion to adequately describe the coordinate ring even ofGA1

k. The use of
a perfect coordinate ring then forces the use of the perfect closure in the definition ofWπ .

LEMMA 3. Let X,Y and Z be affine K-schemes and f : X → Z and g : Y → Z be
K morphisms. Let M be a local ringed space over K . Then

HomK(M,X ×Z Y ) = HomK(M,X)×HomK(M,Z) HomK(M, Y ) .

PROOF. This is simply so because for any affineK-scheme,T ,

HomK(M, T ) = HomK(Spec(Γ (M,OM), T ) .

TakingT equal to the desired product yields the result. �

LEMMA 4. Let X and Y be two topological schemes over k. Then if there is an iso-
morphism of functors, Homk( ,X) � Homk( , Y ), on the category of ordinary, affine
k-schemes then X and Y are canonically isomorphic.

PROOF. Any topological k scheme,Z, can be represented as an inductive limit,
Z = lim−→ i∈IZi where theZi are closed discrete subschemes. Hence Homk(Z,X) =
lim←− i∈I Homk(Zi,X) and the same forY . Consequently the isomorphism of functors ex-
tends to the full category of topological schemes overk. Thus one must only verify that the
two functors are isomorphic on the category ofk-schemes. Since every scheme can be repre-
sented as the coequalizer of two morphisms from one disjoint union of affines to another, if
the two functors are isomorphic on the category of affinek-schemes, they are isomorphic on
the category of allk-schemes. Hence the result follows at once by Yoneda’s Lemma.�

We slightly extend the notation of Definition 6. LetZn denote the index set of pairs,
(i, j) wherei, j ∈ Z,1 ≤ i ≤ n. Thenk+ 〈X�n〉 denotes the completion of the ring of
polynomials in a set of indeterminates indexed byZn. The topology is determined by taking
the ideals,Ir , as a subbase whereIr is the ideal generated by allxi,j with j < r. A subscript
∞ on the right bracket indicates perfect completion and whenn = 1 we use a single subscript
in Z.

LEMMA 5. Let X be locally closed in AnK . That is, X is an open subset of a K-closed
subset of AnK . Let j : U → X be an open embedding. Then there are localized Greenberg
functors, GX and GU and moreover the map GU → GX induced by j is an open embedding
of topological perfect schemes.

PROOF. Let A+n,∞ = k+ 〈X�n〉∞ and letA+∞ = k+ 〈X�〉∞. We prove thatGAnK =
Spf(A+n,∞). Then Homk(SpecR,Spf(An,∞+)) is the set of continuous algebra homomor-
phisms fromA+n,∞ to R. By Proposition 2 and the remarks in Subsection 2.2, these homo-
morphisms correspond to then-tuples of sequences(xi,j )j∈�, i = 1, . . . , n with xi,j ∈ R0

and xi,j = 0 for all sufficiently smallj . This set is, by Definition 13 and Proposition
2, in bijective correspondence with the set ofn-tuples of elements ofWπ(R). Thesen-
tuples are theWπ(R) points of AnK . This establishes that Homk(Spec(R),SpfA+n,∞) =
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HomK(Wπ(Spec(R)),AnK) for all k-algebras. By Lemma 4, this shows that Spf(A+n,∞) =
GAnK .

Now think of Spf(A+∞) as the topological ring scheme of Witt fractions. The projections
of Spf(A+n,∞) on thei’th factor, which we writeX̃i , are points of the Witt fractions with values
in GAnK . Under the correspondence of the previousparagraph, this mapping corresponds to
the i’th coordinate function. Since these arepoints in a ring scheme, any polynomials inn
variables overK can be evaluated on them. Under the functorial correspondence of points
F(X̃1, . . . , X̃n) will correspond exactly to the polynomial,F , regarded as a map fromn-
space to the line. Further,F is by its very definition an ind-algebraic map from Spf(A+n,∞) =
GAnK to SpfA+∞ = GA1

K . Consequently, given any two sets of polynomials inn variables,
F1, . . . , Fr andH1, . . . , Hs , the complement of the zeros of theHi in the common zeros
of the Fi can be realized as a locally closed topological subscheme ofGAnK, namely, as⋂r
i=1F

−1
i (0)∩⋂s

i=1H
−1
i (GA1

K \ {0}). This constructs a localized Greenberg functor forX.
To prove the statement about the open embeddingU ⊆ X just note that to defineU we need
only add a finite number of polynomials to theHi . �

LEMMA 6. Let φ : X → Z and ψ : Y → Z be two open embeddings of K schemes.
Assume that a localized Greenberg functor for each of these three schemes exists and denote
these GX, GY and GZ, respectively. Then the relative fiber product,X×ZY admits a localized
Greenberg functor and GX ×GZ GY = G(X ×Z Y ).

PROOF. Let T be a k-scheme. By the definition of relative fiber products,
Homk(T ,GX ×GZ GY ) = Homk(T ,GX) ×Homk(T ,GZ) Homk(T ,GY ). By hypothesis this
is equal to HomK(Wπ(T ),X)×HomK(�π (T ),Z)HomK(Wπ(T ), Y ). This fiber product con-
sists of the pairs of local ringed space morphisms,(f, g), such thatφ ◦ f = ψ ◦ g. As
these are open embeddings, this says that the image ofT under either of the morphisms is
in the intersection of the two open subschemes and that the values off andg on any point
coincide. Hence the last fiber product of Hom’s is equal to HomK(Wπ(T ), φ(X) ∩ ψ(Y )).
This last intersection however is none other thanX ×Z Y . That is, we have shown that
Homk(T ,GX ×GZ GY ) = HomK(Wπ(T ),X ×Z Y ). �

THEOREM 1. Let X be a scheme of finite type over K . Then a localized Greenberg
scheme, GX, exists in the category of topological schemes over k.

PROOF. RepresentX as a union,X = ⋃
i∈I Ui for an ordered set,I . For i < j write

Ui ∩ Uj = Ui,j and defineUi,j,r similarly for i < j < r. Then there are three maps
qi,j : ∐r,s,t Ur,s,t �→

∐
r,s Ur,s i, j = 1,2,3, i < j . Thenq2,3 mapsUr,s,t toUs,t , q1,3 maps

it to Ur,t andq1,2 maps it toUr,s . Define maps,qi :∐r,s Ur,s →
∐
Ur . LetX1 =∐

r Ur and
letX2 =∐

r,s Ur,s . ThenX is the co-equalizer of the two maps,qi : X1→ X2 and it may be
constructed as a topological space and a ringed space whenever the following compatibility
condition holds. To describe it we consider the following three diagrams:
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Ur,s,t
q1,3−−→ Ur,t Ur,s,t

q1,2−−→ Ur,s Ur,s,t
q1,3−−→ Ur,t

q1,2

� q1

� q2,3

� �q2

�q2,3

�q2

Ur,s −−→
q1

Ur Us,t −−→
q1

Us Us,t −−→
q2

Ut

Then the necessary compatibility condition is just that, for any triple,r, s, t , these three
squares are Cartesian which in the case of open embeddings just means thatUr,s,t is the
intersection of the sets on the upper right and the lower left in the set at the lower right. Each
of these schemes is locally closed inAnK for somen and so admits a local Greenberg functor.
Hence one may apply the functor,G to each of the schemes and morphisms in the three
rectangles of the diagram above and by Lemma 6 each square remains Cartesian. Further
by Lemma 5 each of the maps involved is an open embedding. It follows that one may glue
the topological schemes,GUi , along the subschemes,GUi,j , to obtain a topological scheme
X̃. What must be shown is that̃X is a localized Greenberg scheme forX. We may write
X̃ =⋃

i GUi,GUi ∩ GUj = GUi,j . We must show that Homk(T , X̃) = HomK(Wπ (T ),X).
First suppose thatf :Wπ (T ) :→ X is a morphism of local ringed spaces. Then by the

Hypotheses 1 and Proposition 4,f−1(Ui) is open inT and this set together with the sheaf,
Wπ (OT )|f−1(Ui)

, is justWπ(f
−1(Ui)) and the same forUi,j . Hencef restricts to give a

family of maps,fi : Wπ (f
−1(Ui)) → Ui which agree on the intersections which are the

spacesWπf
−1(Ui,j ). Let Ti andTi,j be open subschemes ofT corresponding to the sets

f−1(Ui) andf−1(Ui,j ). Then, since the schemes,Ui andUi,j admit localized Greenberg
schemes, the mapsfi andfi,j correspond to a compatible family of mapsf̄i : Ti → GUi .
These determine a map fromT to X̃ which is after all the scheme obtained by glueing the
GUi along theUi,j .

Conversely, letφ : T → X̃ be a morphism of topologicalk-schemes. LetTi =
φ−1(GUi). Restrictingφ to Ti gives a unique maps which correspond, by adjointness, to
a map,fi :Wπ(Ti)→ Ui, for eachi, and functoriality forces these to be a compatible fam-
ily which hence piece together to a map,f :Wπ (T )→ X. This shows that̃X is a localized
Greenberg scheme forX. �

THEOREM 2. LetX,Y andZ be three schemes of finite type overK and let φ : X→ Z

andψ : Y → Z be twoK-morphisms. Then there is a canonical isomorphism, G(X×Z Y ) �
GX ×GZ GY .

PROOF. Write Z as a union of affines,Zi , and writeφ−1(Zi) andψ−1(Zi) as unions
of affines,Xi,r andYi,s . ThenX ×Z Y is the union of affines

⋃
i,r,s Xi,r ×Zi Yi,s and hence

G(X ×Z Y ) is, by the argument of the previous proof, equal to the union of the open sets
G(Xi,r ×Zi Yi,s ). By Lemma 3,G(Xi,r ×Zi Yi,s ) = GXi,r ×GZi GYi,s . WriteMi,r,s for this
topological scheme.

By the argument in the last part of the proof of Theorem 1, the schemes,G(Xi,r ×Zi Yi,s )
can be pieced together along their intersections to giveG(X ×Z Y ). On the other hand, the
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shcemesGXi,r ,GZi andGYi,s piece together to giveGX,GZ andGY, respectively, and so
their products over theGZi piece together to giveGX ×GZ GY . Consequently by the local
equalities noted just above,G(X ×Z Y ) andGX ×GZ GY are isomorphic. �

Notice thatX ×K Y is abbreviated notation forX ×Spec(K) Y. In the following, we give
the basic properties of the Greenberg functor including those properties which show that it is
the appropriate object for our consideration.

PROPOSITION 5. Let X be a K-scheme of finite type. Then the following hold.
(1) G(Spec(K)) = Spec(k).
(2) Wπ (Spec(k)) = SpecK.
(3) Hom(Spec(K),X) = Hom(Spec(k),GX).
PROOF. To prove (1), we apply the definition of a localized Greenberg functor,

Definition 14. LetY be anyk-scheme. We must show that Hom(Wπ (Y ),Spec(K)) =
Hom(Y,Spec(k)). But this follows from the fact that Spec(K) and Spec(k) are final objects
in the categories respectively of local ringed spaces overK and those overk. Item (2) is sim-
ply a straightforward application of the definition of the functorG. As for item (3), just write
Hom(Wπ (Spec(k)),X) = Hom(Spec(k),GX) and apply (2). �

THEOREM 3. Let X be a group scheme of finite type over K . Then GX is a group in
the category of topological schemes over k.

PROOF. The structure data forX consist of maps,µ : X×KX→ X, e : Spec(K)→ X

and the inverse map,s : X → X. Simply apply the functorG to each of these maps. Since,
by Theorem 2,G(X ×K X) = GX ×k GX these data yield a set of data endowingGX with
the structure of a group in the category of topological schemes. �

3. Spaces of lattices.
3.1. Lattices of fixed discriminant and height: Letk be the algebraic closure ofFp,

let O = W(k) = Wk be the ring of Witt vectors ofk and letK be the fraction field ofO.
Write Kn for the n-dimensionalK-vector space viewed as the space of column vectors of
lengthn. Let F ⊂ Kn denote the free rankn O-module spanned by the standard basis. A
lattice inKn is a free rankn O-submodule ofKn; it is called special with respect toF if its
n’th exterior power is equal to then’th exterior power ofF . If

∧n
L = pq ∧n

F thenL is of
discriminantpq with respect toF.We simplify by saying that it is ofindex q. Though index is
defined only with respect toF we shall rarely refer toF. A further point must be emphasized.
In this section we shall be working for the most part with the additive Witt fractions,QW+k .
There are a few points which require passage to the perfect completion,QWk, but for the
most part we are working with projective schemes and separable limits of them. When we
must pass to perfect completions, we shall inform the reader clearly. That these constructions
yield separable limits of projective schemes seems to me to be of great importance, though
I have not found any particular use for it.In this and in subsequent sections we will write
K for QW+k = A1

K. This conflicts with previous practice. The ambiguity of this notation is
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not a problem so long as we work with topologicalk-schemes whereK can have little other
meaning.

A latticeM in Kn will be said to be ofheight at most r if p−rF ⊇ M.

DEFINITION 15. The set of lattices inKn of index q and height at mostr will be
written Latn,qr (K). We shall call it the space of lattices of indexq and height at mostr.
Lattices of index 0 will be called thespecial lattices. We writeLatnr (K) for Latn,0r (K) and, in
argument, where there is no ambiguity, we shall writeLatn,qr andLatnr for these spaces.

In this section we shall show that this space is a projective scheme overk; by construction
it will be reduced. It will be shown to be irreducible.

Let L be any lattice of height less thanr. A lattice admits a basis and we may write
this as a set of column vectors,(u1,1, . . . , un,1)

T , . . . , (u1,n, . . . , un,n)
T . The superscript,T ,

denotes transpose. We may permute these to assume thatu1,1 is of lowest value among the
u1,j , then use elementary column operations over the valuation ring to make the other entries
in the first row null. Repeat this procedure on the(n − 1) × (n − 1)-matrix with upper left
entry,u2,2 and so on. One can obtain a lower triangular matrix(ui,j ) whose columns span the
lattice and such that the product,u1,1u2,2, . . . , un,n, is of valueq. Further elementary column
operations over the valuation ring can be applied to insure that the elementui,j , j < i is either
0 or has value greater than or equal to−r but less than the value ofui,i . Since multiplying
a basis vector by a unit does not change the lattice we may further assume that the diagonal
entries are just powers ofp. The vector whose entries are thep-exponents of the diagonal
entries of this matrix will be called thetype of the lattice. IfL is of type (r1, r2, . . . , rn)
then the index ofL is

∑n
1 ri = q. We shall think of the lattice as the span of these columns,

that is as the span of the columns of a lower triangular matrix. For any large enoughs, the
elementary divisors ofL/psF are the integersps−ri without multiplicity. By the structure
theorem for modules over a PID they and theirfrequencies are uniquely determined subject to
the choice of the standard lattice,F , and their order is determined by a choice of an ordered
basis inF . Hence the type of a lattice is uniquely determined. We do not assert this type is
orbit type under the Iwahori or the maximal bounded subgroup or that the lower triangular
matrix described above is uniquely determined.

Consider the diagonal matrix with entries,ui,i and suppose that it spans a lattice of
index, q. If ri is the value ofui,i , thenri ≥ −r and the assumption on index implies that∑
i ri = q. These two conditions imply thatri ≤ q + r(n − 1). This means that ifL is of

indexq andL ⊆ p−rF thenL ⊇ pq+r(n−1)F . For eachj, the diagonal matrix with entries,
ui,i = p−r , i 
= j, uj,j = pq+r(n−1) meets all the requirements. The intersection of thesen

lattices of indexq is exactly(pq+(n−1)r )F and so no smallerp-multiple ofF is contained in
all the lattices of height at mostr and indexq. That is, the lattices of index,q, and height at
mostr are those latticesL of index,q, such thatp−rF ⊃ L ⊃ pq+(n−1)rF .

DEFINITION 16. LetL be a lattice of indexq. Then a basis ofL, consisting of vectors
u1, . . . ,un, so thatui = (u1,i , . . . , un,i )

T and the matrix,(ui,j ) is lower triangular with
powers ofp on the diagonal will be called astandard basis of L.
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LEMMA 7. The group p−rF/pq+(n−1)rF is a unipotent algebraic group of dimension
nq + rn2 and the lattices of rank n, height at most r and index q are in bijective corre-
spondence with its k∗-stable connected subgroups of dimension (n − 1)(q + nr). Here k∗ is
assumed to act through the multiplicative representative morphism, ξ : k∗ → O∗.

PROOF. It is clear thatp−rF/pq+r(n−1)F is a finite dimensional commutative unipo-
tent linear algebraic group overk admitting in addition anO-structure. Then by means ofξ
the multiplicative group acts onp−rF/pq+r(n−1)F and a subvariety of it is anO-submodule
if and only if it is a subgroup and hence stable under multiplication byp and alsok∗-stable.
This is so because it isthen stable under sums,

∑
i ξ(ti )

p−i pi and so under all ofO. Finally,
notice thatM is a lattice of height at mostr and indexq if and only if the length ofp−rF/M
is q + nr and that this length is the same as its dimension as an algebraic group. Since the
codimension ofM in p−rF is nr + q, the dimension ofM/pq+r(n−1)F is (n − 1)(q + nr),
that is,n(q + nr), the dimension ofp−rF/pq+(n−1)rF less the codimension ofM in p−rF .
Further, for any non-zero element ofp−rF/pq+(n−1)rF , the closure of itsk∗-orbit contains
0. Thus the set of lattices of indexq and height at mostr is in bijective correspondence
with the set ofk∗-stable connected algebraic subgroups ofp−rF/pq+r(n−1)F of dimension
(n− 1)(q + nr). �

We introduce a notion which is of great utility in the following discussion. LetX be a
k-scheme and letq : U → X be anX-scheme with a section,e : X→ U . Then we shall say
thatU is flat over X off e if U \ e(X) is flat overX.

LEMMA 8. Let X be a k-scheme and let N be a connected reduced linear algebraic
group over k. Let U ⊆ X ×k N, φ : U → X be a family of closed subschemes of N
containing the image of the identity section, e : X → N and with fibers stable under taking
inverses. Assume thatN is faithfully flat off e. Then there is a unique maximal closed reduced
subscheme of X, denoted Y , so that if g : Z → X is any map such that Z ×X U is a Z-
subgroup scheme of Z ×k N then ḡ(Z)red⊆ Y.

PROOF. Let U ′ = U \ e(X). Let m̄ : U ′ ×X U ′ → X ×k N be the restriction of the
group multiplication. Then,T = (X ×k N) \ U is open and thus so also is̄m−1(T ). But
φ|U ′ is flat and hence open and henceφ(m̄−1(T )) is open. TakeY = X \ φ(m̄−1(T )), the
complement ofφ(m̄−1(T )). It is closed and by definition it consists of the set of pointsx, so
that if u1, u2 ∈ φ−1(x) = Ux thenm′(u1, u2) ∈ U . Let UY = φ−1(Y ), U ′Y = UY \ e(Y ).
It follows thatm′(U ′Y ×Y U ′Y ) ⊆ UY and since the latter is closed andUY ×Y UY is in the
closure ofU ′Y ×Y U ′Y , multiplication carries it intoUY . By hypothesis the fibers ofUY are
stable under taking inverses and it admitsan identity section.Examination showsY to be
exactly the set of points withU fibers which are subgroups. �

PROPOSITION 6. Let q,m andN be three integers such that q < m andN < n(m−q).
Then there is a k-scheme L(q,m;N) which is projective and of finite type over k and a flat
commutative group scheme, U(q,m;N) ⊆ pqF/pmF ×k L(q,m;N) which is a universal
family of flat subschemes of pqF/pmF of dimension, N, parametrized by L(q,m;N). That
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is, for any k-scheme, Y , and any flat Y -group scheme,M ⊆ pqF/pmF×k Y , whose fibers are
O-submodules of pqF/pmF of dimensionN , there is a unique map, f : Y → L(q,m;N) so
that M = Y ×�(q,m;N) U(q,m;N).

PROOF. We must considerpqF/pmF as ak∗-variety. An element of this group can be
thought of as a column vector with entries,u1, . . . , un whereui is an element ofpqO/pmO.
Hence we may writeui as a sum,ui =∑m−1

j=q ξ(xi,j )p
−j
pj . Now by (2.2),ξ(t)ui hasi, j co-

ordinatetp
j
xi,j . This has the following consequence. LetL = pqF/pmF and letL′ = L\0.

ThenL′/k∗ is the weighted projective space Proj(k[x1,q, . . . , xn,m−1]) where the polynomial
ring is graded by takingxi,j of degreepj (even whenj is negative). We shall call this space
PLq,mn . Notice that thek∗-stable closed subschemes ofL of dimensionN are functorially in
bijective correspondence with closedN − 1 dimensional subschemes ofPLq,mn which is pro-
jective and of finite type overk. Notice that the projective coordinate ring ofPLq,mn is graded
by pqZn.

LetH denote the Hilbert scheme of closed subschemes ofPLq,mn of dimensionN − 1 .
Let Ū in PLq,mn ×kH denote the universal family. LetU ′ denote the inverse image ofŪ inL′×k
H . Let U ′′ denote the closure ofU ′ in Lr ×k H and leteH : H → U ′′ denote the 0-section.
This is a family of subschemes ofL of dimensionN faithfully flat off eH . We note that this
is exactly the family of closedk∗-stable subschemes ofL of dimensionN . The graded ring,
k[x1,q , . . . , xn,m−1] is graded by strictly positive degrees. This means that in its spectrum, 0
is the unique fixed point and it is in the closure of everyk∗-orbit. Hence, since the fibers ofU ′′
arek∗-stable and closed, they are connected. The hypotheses of Lemma 8 exactly apply toU ′′
as a subscheme ofH ×k Lr . Hence there is a closed reduced subscheme ofH whose points
are exactly those whoseU ′′ fibers are closedk∗-stable subgroups ofpqF/pmF = L. Denote
this subschemeZ, write UZ for the restriction ofU ′′ to Z and writeeZ for the restriction of
the zero section toZ. It is a group subscheme ofZ ×k pqF/pmF faithfully flat off eZ.

ConsiderUZ . If a is a non-null point in theUZ fiber overz, there is an fpqc neighborhood
of z, T and a sections : T → UZ ×Z T = UT whose value on points overz is a and which
is nowhere zero onT . Translation bys is an automorphism ofUT carrying the zero section
to s and sinceUT is flat off eT it is flat at s. Since a neighborhood ofs is, by translation,
isomorphic to a neighborhood ofeT , it is flat at the zero section as well. HenceUT is flat over
T . It follows that oncomponents whereUZ is not null, it is flat.

Now supposeY is a k-scheme and thatM ⊆ pqF/pmF ×k Y is a flat family ofO-
submodules of dimensionN . Then one may take the complement of the null section inM
and take its quotient to obtain a flat family ofN − 1 subschemes ofPLq,mn . This determines
a map,f : Y → H . SinceM is a family ofO-modules,f (Y ) ⊆ Z andM is the pull back of
UZ. That is,Z is the scheme,L(q,m;N) and the universal family,UZ can be taken to be the
group scheme,U(q,m;N). �

PROPOSITION 7. Let u1, . . . ,un be a set of columns which is a standard basis of height
at most r, index q and type (r1, . . . , rn). Let ei denote the i ′th standard basis vector. Then,
we have the following:
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(1) Suppose ri > ri+1. There is a flat family of lattices of height at most r and index q
parametrized by A1

k of type (r1, . . . , ri−1, ri+1, ri , . . . , rn) for all values of t except 0 where it
is the lattice spanned by u1, . . . ,un.

(2) If for some i < n,ui = pri ei and ri > −r, there is a flat family of lattices of height
at most r and index q parametrized by A1

k which consists of lattices of type (r1, . . . , ri −
1, . . . , rn + 1) except at 0 where it is the span of u1, . . . ,un.

PROOF. Let Y be ak-scheme and suppose thatsi : Y → p−rF, i = 1, . . . , n is a set
of maps so that for each closed point,y ∈ Y , the valuessi (y) are a basis of a lattice of height
at mostr and indexq. Let L = L(−r, q + r(n − 1), nq + rn(n − 1)−∑

i ri ) and letN =
nq+rn(n−1)−∑

ri . Then for eachi, si×id is a map fromY×kL top−rF/p(n−1)r+qF×kL
and(si × id)−1(Y ×U(−r, q + r(n− 1),N)) = Ti is closed inY ×k L and its closed points
are pairs(y, L) whereL is a lattice containingsi(y). LetΓ = T1 ∩ · · · ∩ Tn. Then the closed
points of this set are the pairs(y, L) such that{s1(y), . . . , sn(y)} ⊆ L. Since the vectorssi (y)
constitute a basis,L is uniquely determined. That is,Γ ∩ y × L is a single point. HenceΓ is
the graph of a morphismf : Y → L. It is clear thatf−1(U(−r, q + r(n − 1),N)) is a flat
family whose fiber aty is the span ofs1(y), . . . , sn(y).

Let ξ denote the multiplicative representative map. To establish (1), letsj (t) = uj
for eachj 
= i + 1. Let si+1(t) = ui+1 + ξ(t)pri+1ei . At 0 this gives the specified lat-
tice. At t = c 
= 0 the specified base is not standard. Howeveru1, . . . ,ui−1, si+1(c), si −
pri−ri+1ξ(c−1)si+1(c), . . .un is standard and is of the required type.

To establish (2) letsj (t) = uj , j 
= n and letsn(t) = prnen + ξ(t)pri−1ei . The values
of these maps give a basis for a lattice of indexq for all t and so they give a flat family
by the procedure of the first paragraph. Whent 
= 0 the base is not standard. However
si− ξ(t−1)psn = ξ(t−1)pri+1. Permute this vector withsn and the result is a base in standard
form and of the right type. �

THEOREM 4. For each q > −nr, there is a reduced and irreducible k-scheme projec-
tive and of finite type over k, denoted Latn,qr , and a universal family of flat group subschemes
of Latn,qr ×k(p−rF/pr(n−1)+qF ) parametrized by Latn,qr . We denote it Un,qr (K) or, when
there is no ambiguity, Un,qr . If Y is any reduced k-scheme andM ⊆ Y×k(p−rF/pr(n−1)+qF )
is any flat group subscheme of lattices of index q and height at most r, then there is a unique
morphism f : Y → Latn,qr so that M � Y ×

�atn,qr
Unr .

PROOF. Let Fq denote the lattice with basis,p−r e1, . . . , p
−r en−1, p

q+(n−1)r en. Let
Z = L(−r, (n − 1)r + q; (n − 1)(q + nr)), the scheme given by Proposition 7, and let
UZ = U(−r, (n− 1)r + q; (n− 1)(q + nr)). NowZ is a disjoint union of components, and
on each the Hilbert polynomial of itsk∗-quotient is constant. Since the degree of a Hilbert
polynomial corresponds to the dimension of the subscheme, the points ofZ corresponding
to k∗-stable subgroup schemes of dimensionN are a union of connected components. Now
consider the component of this scheme containing the point corresponding toFq/p

(n−1)r+qF .
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We wish to prove that this component posesses all the properties claimed forLatn,qr . Call this
componentX and writeU for the restriction ofUZ toX.

First we must show that ifM is any lattice of indexq and height at mostr, it is in the
same connected component asFq. Suppose thatei is thei’th vector in the standard basis and
let pr1e1, . . . , p

rnen span a lattice of indexq and height at mostr. Suppose thatr1 = r2 =
· · · = ri−1 = −r, ri > −r. Then we may construct a degeneration of the type specified by
(2) of Proposition 7. The proposition implies that the given lattice is in the closure of the set
of lattices of type(−r, . . . ,−r, ri −1, . . . , rn+1). The existence of this degeneration implies
that the two types are in the same component of the Hilbert scheme we are considering.
We may repeat this construction repeatedly until we have demonstrated that every lattice of
indexq and height at mostr is connected by a sequence of degenerations to a lattice of type
(−r, . . . ,−r, (n− 1)r + q). Moreover Proposition 7 implies that each lattice of indexq and
height at mostr is in the closure of the set of lattices of type(−r, . . . ,−r, (n − 1)r + q).
Similarly Fq is in the same component by definition. This means that all lattices of indexq

and height at mostr are in the same component of the Hilbert scheme and that this must be
X.

Now observe that the groupG = SL(n,O/prn+qO) operates onX. Up to a Frobenius
twist, this is an algebraic action. The orbit of the lattice of type(−r, . . . ,−r, (n− 1)r + q) is
stable under these automorphisms and so its closure, which we will writeX0, is as well. Hence
this closure contains all theG translates of any element in it. NowG is a quotient of a maximal
bounded subgroup ofSL(n,K), and so it contains the image of an Iwahori subgroup. Denote
this imageB. The scheme,X, is stable under the action ofSL(n,O) and hence of its Iwahori
subgroups and the kernel of the natural surjection ofSL(n,O) acts trivially onX. Hence the
G- andB-orbits inX are actually the orbits of, respectively, a maximal bounded subgroup and
an Iwahori subgroup. By the Iwahori decomposition (actually the Birkhoff decomposition,
see Subsection 3.4 below) it is a union ofB-orbits of elements,γ = expp(r1, . . . , rn). Here,
expp(r1, . . . rn) denotes the lattice spanned by the columns of a diagonal matrix withi’th
diagonal entry,pri . (See Subsection 3.4 below.) Since this closure contains elements of any
type of indexq and height at mostr by the remarks above, it contains all lattices of indexq

and height at mostr. That is, all the lattices of indexq and height less thanr are contained in
the closure of a reduced and irreducible open subset. This establishes the irreducibility ofX.

Let Ux be the fiber ofU over x ∈ X. It is a unipotent group subscheme ofp−rF/
p(n−1)r+qF of dimensionnr. Consequently the connected component of its reduced sub-
scheme is likewise. Hence this reduced connected subgroup of dimensionn(n − 1)r, which
we denoteU0, is a lattice of indexq and height at mostr and so corresponds to a point of
X. Hence its Hilbert polynomial is the Hilbert polynomial ofFq/p(n−1)r+qF and so also of
U . But the Hilbert polynomial ofU cannot be equal to the Hilbert polynomial ofU0 unless
U = U0. ThusU = U0. That is the fibers ofU are connected, non-singular andk∗-stable.
That is, they are lattices, special and of height at mostr.

Suppose thatY is ak-scheme and thatN ⊆ Y×k Lr is a flat family of special sublattices.
Then it isk∗-stable. FurtherN \e(Y ) is flat andk∗-stable whence the quotient,(N \e(Y ))/k∗
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is also. This determines a map intoH and Lemma 8 assures that its image lies inZ and hence,
by the connectedness argument above, inX. It is of no great depth to ascertain thatN is
isomorphic toU ×X Y . That is,X = Latn,qr andU is its universal family,Un,qr (K). �

REMARK 2. We shall always writeLatnr (K) for Latn,0r (K). One may construct mor-
phisms of lattice varieties corresponding to multiplication byp or by arbitrary elements of
SL(n,K). They cannot be constructed by simply applying the action as this requires passing
to complete perfect topological schemes. They can be constructed by other strategies. This
problem is related to the question of representing the Steinberg group as a topological scheme
and it is the topic of a work in preparation. Using these morphisms lattice schemes of arbitrary
index can be shown to be isomorphic to subschemes of schemesLatn,qr 0≤ q < n.

COROLLARY 1. Let Xr,n = Latn,qr (K). Let M ⊆ Un,qr (K) be a closed k∗-stable
reduced group subscheme of Unr (K) and let φ : M → Xr,n be the structure morphism. Let
Xs(M) = {x : dim(φ−1(x)) ≥ s}. Then for each s,Xs(M) is a closed subset of Xr,n.

PROOF. First replaceM by the reduced subscheme of one of its irreducible components.
If the assertion is true for each of these components, thenXs(M) is the union of the sets
corresponding to each of the reduced subsets of irreducible components and so if they are
closed the finite union is also. Hence we may assume thatM is reduced and irreducible.
HenceM is integral and soMs = {x ∈ M : dim(φ−1(φ(x))) ≥ s} is a closed subset ofM
by upper semicontinuity of fiber dimension. MoreoverMs is a union of fibers ofφ and so
k∗-stable.

LetZ be the zero section inUnr (K). It is evident thatMs ∩ (Urn(K) \ Z) is a closedk∗-
stable subset of the cone overPLrn. That is it is the cone over a closed subset ofPLrn ×k Xr,n.
By properness, it follows that its image inXr,n is closed. This image is exactlyXs(M). �

By constructionLatn,qr is a finite dimensional scheme. Observe that the subgroup of
SL(n,O) consisting of those matrices congruent to one modpnr+q acts trivially onLatn,qr .
Hence the quotient group, which is finite dimensional, operates on this space and it does so,
by the argument in the proof above, with a finite number of orbits.

There is a natural inclusion,jqr,s : Latn,qr (K)→ Latn,qs (K). This sequences of varieties
and inclusions is a direct system. Consequently, the limit lim−→ rLatn,qr (K) is a topological
scheme.

DEFINITION 17. The direct limit, lim−→ rLatn,qr (K) is called the space of lattices of rank

n and indexq in K. It is writtenLatn,q (K). We writeUn,qK for the universal family of lattices
of index,q. We shall writeL̃at

n,q
(K) and Ũn,qK for the corresponding perfect completions.

For q = 0 we writeLatn(K) and refer to it as the space of special lattices and the same for
the universal family mutatis mutandis.

We conclude this section with some remarks on the action ofSL(n,K) on
Latn(K) and its perfect completion.
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DEFINITION 18. LetX be a topological scheme overk. We shall callX pseudohomo-
geneous if there is a group of automorphisms transitive on the closed points ofX. If G is a
group andG acts transitively on closed points, we shall say thatX is pseudohomogeneous
overG.

It can be proven that the closed points ofSL(n,K) operate oñLat
n
(K) transitively (see

Remark 2). However there is no algebraic action ofSL(n,K) on L̃at
n
(K). If the action of

SL(n,K) were somehow algebraic its restriction to the maximal torus would be as well. Let
∆(a1, . . . , an) denote a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries,ai and letT = {∆(a1, . . . , an) :∏n

1 ai = 1} be a maximal torus. Then the map which sends an element ofT , ∆(a1, . . . , an)

to the lattice spanned by the vectors,aiei is the orbit map for the action ofT on the standard
lattice,F . The image ofT however is a discrete set. Hence this action under whichL̃at

n
(K)

is pseudohomogeneous is not algebraic. On the other handSL(n,O) acts onF and so on
its multiples,p−rF andp(n−1)rF , and so on their quotient and on the set ofk∗-stable sub-
groups of fixed codimension. That is,SL(n,O), up to a suitable Frobenius twist, operates
algebraically onLatnr (K). The subgroupΓr = {γ ∈ SL(n,O) : γ ≡ id mod pnr } op-
erates trivially and so the finite dimensional group,SL(n,O)r /Γr = SL(n,O/pnrO)(r) acts
onLatnr (K). (Recall the upper(r) signifies a Frobenius cover.) Moreover these actions, up to
the Frobenius twist, are coherent.

3.2. General lattices: We have not constructed a space of ordinary bounded lattices.
In this section we do so. First, we introduce the convention,

∧−n
L = (∧n

F : ∧n
L)

∧n
F

where(N : M) = {x ∈ O : xM ⊆ N}. Our construction is based on the following observa-
tion. If L ⊆ Kn is a general lattice, andF ⊆ Kn is a standard lattice, thenL ⊕∧−n

L is a
special lattice inKn ⊕∧n

Kn with respect to the distinguished lattice,F ⊕∧n
F.

WriteM for the(n+ 1)-dimensional vector space,Kn ⊕∧n
(Kn) andF̃ for the lattice

F ⊕∧n
F in M. A latticeL in M will be said to beΛ-decomposable if L = (L ∩ Kn) ⊕

(L ∩∧n
Kn). Let e1 be the projection ofM ontoKn and lete2 be the projection ofM on∧n

(Kn). Thene1 ande2 are orthogonal idempotents and, sinceej = id−ei , the latticeL is
Λ-decomposable if and only ifeiL ⊆ L for either one of the twoei . Let Fr,s = p−rF ⊕
p−s

∧n
F. It is nearly tautological to note that any of the lattices,Fr,s , areΛ-decomposable,

that is to sayei-stable for eachr, s. In particulare1 ande2 induce corresponding projections,
ēi onFr,s/Fa,b for anya ≤ r, b ≤ s.

LetL ⊆ Kn be a lattice. We shall always writẽL for L⊕∧−n
L. ThenL is of index at

mosts and height at mostr if and only if pnrF1 ⊆ L̃ ⊆ Fr,s . If L is of index at mosts and
height at mostr thenpnr+s F̃ ⊆ L̃ ⊆ Fr,s . Then dim(L̃/pnr+s F̃ ) = (n+ 1)(nr + s).

PROPOSITION 8. For each s ≤ r, there is a unique closed subschemeZnr,s⊆Latn+1
r (K)

consisting of the Λ-decomposable lattices of index at most s and height at most r . Further
if Enr,s = Un+1

r (K)|Znr,s , the scheme of lattices, Enr,s decomposes into a direct sum of the two
lattices, ēiEnr,s and if X is any scheme with a flat family of special lattices, H, of rank n + 1
which is a sublattice ofX×Fr,s and each of which isΛ-decomposable, there is a unique map,
f : X→ Znr,s so that H = Enr,s ×Znr X.
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PROOF. ConsiderLatn+1
r . Consider the intersection,(Fr,s × Latn+1

r ) ∩ Un+1
r (K). This

is a closedk∗-stable subset of the universal family and so its reduced image inLatn+1
r is a

closed subscheme which we denoteT .
Let us consider the mapsēi onT × Fr,s/pnr+s F̃ . Write F̄ for this group scheme overT

Write Unr,s(K) for the restriction of the universal family toT and writeŪ for its image inF̄ .
Thenēi (Ū) = ker(ēj ) (i 
= j) because thēei are orthogonal idempotents. Henceēi (Unr,s(K)
is closed and sōei(Unr,s(K)) ∩ Unr,s(K) is also. Moreover it isk∗-stable inUnr,s(K). Thus
(ē1(Unr,s(K)) ∩ Unr,s(K))×T (ē2(Unr,s(K)) ∩ Unr,s(K)) is closed inUnr,s(K)×T Unr,s(K). The
maximal fiber dimension of this group scheme is(n+ 1)(s + nr). The set of points at which
this fiber dimension is achieved is closed andk∗-stable inUnr,s(K)×T Unr,s(K). By Corollary
1 above this defines a closed subscheme ofT . This is readily seen to be the subscheme of
Λ-decomposable lattices andEnr,s is simply the restriction of the universal family to it. Since
the ēi induce a decomposition,Enr,s itself decomposes globally. �

DEFINITION 19. WriteGLatnr,s(K) for the scheme ofΛ-decomposable lattices of in-
dex at mosts and height at mostr in Latn+1

r (K) and writeGUnr,s for the scheme of lattices,
(e1 × id)(Enr ). ThenGUnr,s will be called the universal lattice of rankn index at most s and
height at most r.

THEOREM 5. GLatnr,s(K) is a disjoint union of connected irreducible components
denoted GLatn,qr,s (K), s ≥ q ≥ nr . Let GUn,qr,s denote the restriction of GUnr,s to
GLatn,qr,s (K). Then the fibers of GUn,qr,s are the lattices of index q and height at most r.

PROOF. WriteZn,r = GLatnr (K). WriteE = Enr /p
nrF1. In the notation of the proof

of Proposition 8,E = ē1(E)×Zn,r ē2(E). NowE is finite dimensional and flat overZn,r and
each factor admits a section and so each of its factors must also be flat. Now the fibers of a
flat morphism are equidimensional on connected components.

If the fiber of ē1(E) at z is of index q, then that fiber is of dimension,
(n − 1)(nr + q). Sinceē1(E) is flat, the index is constant on connected components. On
the other hand, Proposition 7 implies that ifL is of height at mostr and of type(r1, . . . , rn)
and indexq, it can be connected by a series of degenerations to the diagonal lattice of type,
(−r, . . . ,−r, (n−1)r+ q) in such a way that all are in the closure of the set of lattices of this
type. Since, by hypothesis,q ≤ s ≤ r this diagonal lattice is of indexq and inGLatnr,s(K).
Hence the lattices of index,q, lie in one irreducible component. Consequently the set of
points where the fiber ofGUn,qr,s (K) is of indexq constitute an irreducible component. The
rest of the theorem follows. �

It is now clear that, forr ≥ q, the rankn lattices of indexq and height at mostr are
a subscheme of the lattices of indexq and height at mostr + 1 andGUn,qr+1,s, the universal

family, restricts toGUn,qr,s .

DEFINITION 20. Forq ≤ r write GLatn,qr (K) for the scheme,GLatn,qr,r (K) andUn,qr
for Un,qr,r . Write GLatnq(K) for the limit of the schemes,GLatn,qr (K), r ≥ q, and write
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GUnq(K) for the limit of the schemes,GUn,qr . We shall refer to these as the scheme of general
lattices of rank,n, and indexq and the universal general rankn indexq lattice, respectively.

Write G̃Lat
n

q(K) andG̃U
n

q for their perfect completions.

3.3. Lattice classes: Consider the lattices of rankn in Kn. Declare two of them,L
andL′ to be equivalent ifL′ = λL for some non zero constant,λ ∈ K∗. The resulting
equivalence classes will be calledadditive lattice classes. It is self-evident thatGL(n,K)
operates transitively on the set of additive lattice classes, thatK∗ operates trivially and that
the stabilizer of the standard additive lattice class isK∗ ·GL(n,O). Thus the additive lattice
classes are at least set-theoretically a homogeneous space for the topologicalk-group scheme,
PGL(n,K). We will show that, like special lattices, they are parametrized by an ind-scheme
which is a limit of schemes of finite type overk.

It is inconvenient to think of lattice classes as equivalence classes. IfL ⊂ Kn is a
maximal lattice, then HomO(L,L) = End(L) is naturally anO-subalgebra ofMn(K) =
HomK(Kn,Kn). If two lattices are equivalent it is clear that their endomorphism algebras
are equal. Conversely ifL andL′ are two lattices with equal endomorphism algebras, and
E = End(L) = End(L′), the two lattices are both representations ofE. Hence there is an
E-isomorphism,θ , from L to L′. Localize andθ becomes anMn(K)-automorphism ofKn

and hence multiplication by a scalar. That is, the additive lattice classes correspond injectively
to the finite central simpleO-subalgebras ofMn(K). Finally if E is any central simpleO-
subalgebra ofMn(K) andL is any maximal lattice,EL = N , being a quotient of a tensor
product of finites, isO-finite and hence a lattice and anE-module. It follows thatE =
End(N). That is, additive lattice classes are in bijective correspondence with the central
simpleO-subalgebras ofMn(K).

DEFINITION 21. A lattice class of degreen in Mn(K) is a finite central simpleO-
subalgebra ofMn(K) of rankn2. If M is a lattice class of degreen in Mn(K) then the set of
maximal lattices inKn which areM-modules is called the associated additive lattice class of
M. An element of this class is called an additive representative ofM. Finally, a finite unital
O-subalgebra ofMn(K) which is a special lattice with respect to the standard lattice,Mn(O),
will be called a special subalgebra ofMn(K).

Recall that by Proposition 3, forr ands positive, there is an algebraic, bilinear morphism
of group schemes,µr,s : p−rW(s)

k ×k p−sW(r)
k → p−r−sWk which is just multiplication on

points. Here the superscripts in parentheses indicate Frobenius covers. WritingO forWk , this
can be applied top−rMn(O) and even to the quotient,p−rMn(O)/p(n2−1)rMn(O). Since
addition is defined without passing to a Frobenius cover, Proposition 3 and the properties of
addition imply that we may define an algebraic mapmr : p−rM(r)

n ×k p−rM(r)
n → p−2rMn.

LetX = Latn
2

r (K). IdentifyKn2
with Mn(K) and letMn = Mn(O) be the standard lattice in

thisK-vector space. NowMn(K) admits a representation onKn. LetF ⊂ Kn be a standard
lattice inKn such that EndO(F ) = Mn. Taking products and using the natural properties of
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Frobenius covers we obtain a commutative diagram which we will use in the next proof:

(Un
2

r )
(r) ×X(r) (Un2

r )
(r) j−−→ p−rM(r)

n × p−rM(r)
n ×X(r) mr−−→ p−2rMn ×X�f1 f2

� g
�

X(r) X(r) −−→ X

PROPOSITION 9. Let X = Latn
2

r (K) be the scheme of lattices of rank n2 and height at

most r in Mn(K). Let Mn(O) be the standard lattice. Let Un
2

r be the universal family over X.
(1) There is a closed subscheme of X, which we denote CLrn(K), which consists of

exactly those points, x, in X such that the fiber of Un
2

r over x is a special lattice and a
subalgebra with unit in Mn(K).

(2) Let Mr
n = Un

2

r |CLrn(K). Then Mr
n is a flat family of special O-subalgebras of

Mn(K) and if Y is any k-scheme furnished with a flat scheme, T , of special subalgebras of
Mn(K), then there is a unique map, f : Y → CLrn(K), so that T = Y ×�Lrn (K) Mr

n.

PROOF. WriteMX = Mn×k X. Then,MX \Un2

r is open. Hence(mr ◦ j)−1(MX \Un2

r )

is an open set. Denote this open setP . NowUn
2

r is flat overX and so(Un
2

r )
(r) is flat overX(r).

This implies thatf1 is flat as well. We would like to conclude thatf1((mr ◦ j)−1(MX \Un
2

r ))

is open. We may not becauseMX, Un
2

r and the other schemes involved are not of finite type
overX. Considerp−rMn. It can be thought of as the spectrum of the ring of poynomials in the
countable set of variables,{xi,j,s : −r ≤ i, j ≤ n, s ∈ Z, s ≥ −r}. The point with coordinates
xi,j,s corresponds to the matrix with entries,ui,j whereui,j =∑∞

−r ξ(xi,j,s )p
−s
ps . From this

description, it is clear thatp−rMn = (p−rMn/p
(n2−1)rMn) ×k p(n2−1)rMn and that this

isomorphism may be taken to be ap(n
2−1)rMn-equivariant isomorphism of varieties for the

additive structure. This observation can be extended to the product,p−rMn ×k p−rMn as
well. Now it is clear that(mr ◦ j)−1(p−rMX × p−rMX) is pn

2−1Mn-invariant. This is
so because(u, v) ∈ P if and only if u, v ∈ L for some special lattice, butuv /∈ L. If
(u+pn2−1z)(v+pn2−1w) ∈ L, it would follow thatuv ∈ L because every lattice inLatn

2

r (K)

containspn
2−1Mn.

There is a natural projection:

p−rMn × p−rMn ×X→ (p−rMn/p
n2−1M)× (p−rMm/p

n2−1Mn)×X .
Consequently, the invariance ofP noted above implies thatP is the inverse image of an open
set,P̄ ⊆ (p−rMn/p

n2−1Mn)× (p−rMn/p
n2−1Mn)×X. It follows thatf1(P ) is the image

of P̄ in X under the natural projection from(Un
2

r /p
n2−1Mn)

(r) ×X (Un2

r /p
n2−1Mn)

(r). This
last scheme is flat and of finite type overX(r) and so its image is open. Since the Frobenius is
a homeomorphism, its image inX is open

This image is exactly the set of lattices,N ⊂ p−rMn(K), which contain two elements
u andv so thatuv /∈ N . That is, it is the set of special lattices which are not closed under
multiplication. Hence its complement, which is closed, is exactly the set of points whose fibers
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are special lattices closed under multiplication. The Frobenius cover is a homeomorphism
and so its image inX is a closed subset consisting exactly of those lattices closed under
multiplication. Denote this setZ. (OverZ, the multiplication map is not defined.) Let
C = O · 1 denote the center ofMX. ThenC ⊂ Un

2

r . BothC andg−1(Z) are closedk∗-stable

subsets ofUn
2

r and so by Corollary 1, the image ofC ∩ g−1(Z) in X is closed. This is exactly
the set of special lattices inp−rMn which are algebras with unit.

The second statement follows from the universal mapping property forLatn
2

r (K). There
is a unique map satisfying the asserted condition and the fact that the fibers ofT are subalge-
bras ofMn(K) implies that the image ofT is in CLrn. �

LEMMA 9. Let L ⊆ Mn(K) be a special lattice which is also a subalgebra with unit.
Then there is a matrix β ∈ GL(n,K) so that L = βMnβ

−1. Consequently, Mr
n is a scheme

of fiberwise trivial central simple O-algebras and so a family of lattice classes parametrized
by CL.

PROOF. Consider the product,LF ⊂ Kn. It is a surjective image ofL ⊗O F and
so is finite overO and hence free of rankn. Hence for some non-singular matrix,β ∈
GL(n,K), LF = βF . FurtherLF is certainly a leftL-module. HenceL ⊆ βMnβ

−1. Now
notice that the determinant of left multiplication byβ is det(β)n and the same is true of right

multiplication. Hence, conjugation is special linear and so
∧n2

(βMnβ
−1) = ∧n2

Mn. Since

L is special,
∧n2

L = ∧n2
Mn. On the other hand

∧n2
L = pc

∧n2
(βMnβ

−1) wherec is
the length of(βMnβ

−1)/L. It follows thatL = βMnβ
−1. The last statement of the lemma

follows trivially. �

REMARK 3. A fiberwise trivial family may not be itself trivial. The constructions of
the lemma are not applicable at any but the closed points ofCL. This observation also applies
to the following.

LEMMA 10. Let M be a lattice class of degree n in Mn(K) of height at most m. Then
M ⊇ pmMn. Moreover M admits an additive representative, L, such that p−mF ⊇ L ⊇
pmF .

PROOF. First note thatM is a conjugate ofMn by someβ ∈ GL(n,K). By the Iwahori
decomposition, we may writeβ = bγ c whereγ is diagonal with powers ofp on the diagonal
andb andc are inGL(n,O) but with subdiagonal entries divisible byp. SincecMnc

−1 =
Mn, M = bγMnγ

−1b−1. For anyO-submodule ofMn(K), U , clearlyprMn ⊇ UpsMn if
and only ifprMn ⊇ b−1Ub ⊇ psMn. Hence it suffices to show thatγMnγ

−1 ⊇ pmMn.
For the same reason we can see thatp−mMn ⊇ M if and only if p−mMn ⊇ γMnγ

−1

and so the hypothesis allows us to assume this so. Writeγ = diag(pr1, . . . , prn). Then if
α = (ai,j ) is a matrix,γαγ−1 has(i, j)-entrypri−rj ai,j . LetEi,j be the matrix whose only
non-null entry is 1 in the(i, j)-place. These are a basis ofMn. Hence the matricesγEi,j γ−1

are a basis forγMnγ
−1. But γEi,j γ−1 = pri−rj Ei,j . If for all i, j , ri − rj ≥ −m, then

it is equally true thatri − rj ≤ m. This proves thatp−mMn ⊇ M ⊇ pmMn, which is the
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first assertion of the lemma. For the second letL = MF and establish the final assertion by
multiplying the inclusions of the first assertion byF . �

LEMMA 11. Let Y be a k-scheme and let h : L → Y be a flat scheme of rank n
sublattices of p−rF of index q . Then the scheme of endomorphisms of L is a flat family of
unital subalgebras of Mn(K) lying in p−nr−qMn.

PROOF. LetM be the endomorphism ring of some fiber ofL, which we designateL.
Sincep−rF ⊇ L ⊇ pq+(n−1)rF we may divide these inclusions by the correspondingp-
powers to obtainp−q−(n−1))rL ⊇ F ⊇ prL. Hence ifθ(L) ⊆ L, pq+(n−1)θ(F ) ⊆ θ(L) ⊆
L ⊆ p−rF . That is,pq+(n−1)r θ(F ) ⊆ p−rF henceθ(F ) ⊆ p−q−nrF . HenceM ⊆
p−q−nrMn.

Let N = p−nr−qMn × L. Matrix multiplication gives a map,α : N(−nr−q) →
p−2nr−2qMn. (Note the Frobenius cover on the right.) LetU = α−1(p−2nr−2qMn \ L).
ThenU is open in(p−nr−qMn × L)(−nr−q). Sinceh is flat, the projection of(p−nr−qMn ×
L)(−nr−q) on (p−nr−qMnY )

(−nr−q) is flat and invariant under a suitablep multiple of the
lattices involved. Hence the argument used in the proof of Proposition 9 applies and so
(id×h)(U) is open inp−2nr−2qMn× Y and so its complement is closed. The complement of
the image ofN is exactly the family of endomorphism algebras ofL. It can be seen to be flat
by considering its quotient by a suitablep multiple ofMn as in the proof of Proposition 9.�

ConsiderGLatnr,q . Its universal bundle of lattices,GUnr,q is a bundle of lattices of index
q. By Lemma 9, its endomorphism bundle is a flat family of central simpleO-subalgebras of
Mn(K) lying in p−nr−qMn. Hence there is a natural map fromGLatr,qn to CLrn+qn . Compos-
ing this with the natural inclusion, there is a natural map toCLmn for eachm ≥ nr + q. Write
Φ
r,q
n,m for this map. We will find use for it in the discussion in this section.

ConsiderGLatnr,q and suppose thatL corresponds to a point in it. That is,L is of type
(r1, . . . , rn) and theri satisfy the conditions,−r ≤ ri ≤ nr, r1 + · · · + rn = q and−nr ≤
q ≤ r. We will refer to EndO(L) as the class ofL. Notice that the index ofpL is q + n.
ThenpL /∈ GLatnr if and only if ri + 1 > nr for at least onei. But then therj satisfy,
r1+ · · · + rn ≤ r andri = nr. This is only possible ifrj = −r, j 
= i andL is special.

DEFINITION 22. Letν be an element of the integers modulon and letν0 be a non-
negative integer less thann representing it. WritePLatnr,ν for the image ofGLatnr,ν0

in

CLn(r+1)
n underΦr,ν0

n,n(r+1). We shall refer to this scheme as the scheme ofr-representible pro-
jective lattice classes of index classν. Finally writePLatn(ν) for the direct limit lim−→ rPLatnr,ν .

While it is clear thatΦr,ν0
n,n(r+1) is injective on closed points, it is not clear that it is

separable. Hence one cannot use it to construct a universal family of additive lattice classes.
However the lattice familyMn

r |PLatnr,ν is a universal family and so the direct limit of these
families overr is a universal family of lattice classes onPLatn(ν). Write Mn(ν) for this
family.

3.4. The geometry of the lattice spaces: The spacesLatnr (K) and the varieties derived
from them do not behave well with respect to the group action. SinceLatnr (K) contains points
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with coordinates constructed from Witt vectors of value−r, it is only the r ’th Frobenius
cover ofSL(n,O) which acts on it algebraically. To remedy this we reparametrize the space
so thatSL(n,O) operates on it independently ofr. In this section,SL(n,O),GL(n,O)
andPGL(n,O) denote these groups with their imperfect structures. That is, they are just
proalgebraic groups overk. MoreoverB is the Iwahori subgroup consisting of elements in
SL(n,O) with entries of strictly positive value below the diagonal.

Consider the verschiebung. Recall that ifk[x0, . . . , xj , . . . ] is the coordinate ring of the
scheme of Witt vectors, the verschiebung is the endomorphism,v, defined by the algebra map,
v0(xi) = xi−1, v0(x0) = 0. It induces a separable additive endomorphism of the scheme of
Witt vectors. Ifφ is thek-morphism defined byφ(xi) = xpi then, thoughφ is an inseparable
endomorphism of the polynomial domain, on Witt vectors, that is to sayk-points, it induces
the Frobenius automorphism ofO and of the Hilbert class field. In addition,v0 ◦ φ is the
contravariant morphism of coordinate rings corresponding to multiplication byp.

The Witt vectors are embedded in the topological scheme,K+, as the common zeros
of the ideal generated by all thexi with i < 0. Consequently,v0 extends to the complete
coordinate ring ofK+ by settingv0(xi) = xi−1 for all i. Let φ be the map of coordinate
rings, φ(xi) = x

p
i for bothK+ and the Witt vectors. As above this gives an inseparable

additive endomorphism of the scheme of Witt vectors.
Write v for the verschiebung viewed as a separable endomorphism of the scheme of Witt

vectors or of its ring of points. On points,a = (a0, a1, . . . , ai, . . . ), v(a) = (0, a0, a1, . . . ).
The verschiebung extends uniquely to eitherK+ or some overmodule ofO in K+. We write
it v as well. The co-morphism corrsponding to it is just given byv0(xi) = xi−1 for all i. Since
this map preserves the ideal of functions vanishing onprO for all r, this map on the fractions
restricts to the map defined above onO. Hence there is a map,vr : p−rO → O defined by
vr0(xi) = xi−r , i ≥ 0 and a mapvs : K+ → K+ defined byvs0(xi) = xi−s and these may be
assumed to be coherent under restriction.

Multiplication byp is anO-homomorphism of modules. Thusv(φ(a)φ(b)) = av(φ(b)).
We may pass to a Frobenius cover so that eachb may be written asφ(b′). Doing so, we obtain:

av(b) = v(φ(a)b) .(3.1)

Consider the standard module,F ⊆ Kn, and fix once and for all an ordered basis for
F , {e1, . . . , en}. We may use this basis, which we view as anO-structure, to define a ver-
schiebung onKn. Just setvF (

∑
aiei) = ∑

v(ai)ei . ThenvF is φ-semilinear. That is, it
satisfies:

vF (u+w) = vF (u)+ vF (w) ,

vF (φ(a)u) = avF (u) .
(3.2)

If α is an(n× n)-matrix overO, this implies that:

vF (φF (α)u) = αvF (u) .(3.3)

Here theφF on α is given byφF (ai,j ) = (φ(ai,j )) and it is evidently dependent on
the choice of basis. Notice that, forG0 = SL(n,O) and forB equal to either of the two
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obvious Iwahori subgroups inG0, φF (G0) = G0 andφF (B) = B. Thusφ, though it is a
purely inseparable endomorphism of pro-algebraic groups, is just an automorphism of groups
of k-points.

The pro-algebraic group,SL(n,O) operates algebraically onF . In particular, the second
equation of (3.2) implies that the orbit of an element ofF underSL(n,O) is the image under
the verscheibung of an orbit.

Recall that, in the terminology of Proposition 6.L(q,m;N) denotes the scheme of
lattices inpqF/pmF of k-dimension,N . Write Lr (F ) for L(0, nr; n(n − 1)r) and write
Ur (F ) for its universal family of group subschemes ofF/pnrF . It is quite easy to see that
since these schemes are constructed by applyingstandard methods of algebraic geometry over
k to (K+)n, that morphisms involvingφ or multiplication by powers ofp which are defined
on them arek-morphisms.

LEMMA 12. There is a canonical isomorphism, ṽrF : Latnr (K) → Lr (F ). Moreover
ṽrF carries SL(n,O)-orbits and B-orbits under the action in the complete perfect category to
SL(n,O)-orbits and B-orbits in the algebraic category. Moreover, for each r, the following
diagram commutes:

Latnr (K)
�
r
F−−→ Lr (F )� ��F

Latnr+1(K)
�
r+1
F−−→ Lr+1(F )

PROOF. The morphism is the one which carries the latticeL ⊆ p−rF to vrF (L). The
semi-linearity insures that this is a lattice and it is evidently of the correct codimension. Since
it is functorial, it is a morphism of lattice varieties. By abuse of language we use the same
symbol for the morphism of lattice varieties. The semi-linearity also insures, as we have
remarked, thatvrF carries orbits to orbits and that all orbits are images of orbits. �

It is convenient to introduce a limit of the schemes,Lr (F ).

DEFINITION 23. Write vsF for the k-morphism of schemes fromLr (F ) to Lr+s(F )
which sendsL to vsF (L). Let L0(F ) = lim−→Lr (F ) where the morphisms are the maps
vsF : Lr (F ) → Lr+s (F ). We shall call this the space of lattices of index 0 inF . We also
write vsF for the obvious endomorphism ofL0(F ) induced by the constant directed family of
morphisms each of which is equal tovsF .

The effect of Lemma 12 is that we may analyze orbit structure inLatnr (K) under the
standard action. This action may actually be twisted by the Frobenius but it is immaterial.
Inclusions in closures of other orbits, computations of dimension and other routine computa-
tions can be done as though all our actions are algebraic and as though the Frobenius twist
is unnecessary. This is the case becausevrF transforms these orbits into algebraic orbits in
Lr (F ). The disadvantage of passing toL0(F ) in discussing orbit structure is that the rep-
resentative of an orbit is different in eachLr (F ). The orbit corresponding to the diagonal
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element expp(r1, . . . , rn) in Ln(K) is the orbit of expp(r + r1, . . . , r + rn) in Lr (F ). (Recall
that expp(r1, . . . , rn) is diag(pr1, . . . , prn).) For this reason we describe orbits inLatnr (K).

At this point it is germaine to review the somewhat complicated situation at hand. The
groupSL(n,K) admits a structure as a group object inthe category of perfect topological
schemes. In consequence its group of points, which we also writeSL(n,K), operates as a set
of automorphisms onLatn(K) andL0(F ). These actions, however, just cannot be realized
as morphic actions in the category of ind-schemes. On the other hand there is an algebraic
action of the pro-algebraic group,SL(n,O), on the ind-schemesLr (F ) and their limit,L0(F ).
Further, for eachr, this action is essentially isomorphic, via the verscheibung, to the action of
a suitable Frobenius cover ofSL(n,O) onLatnr (K).

Let B be the Iwahori subgroup ofSL(n,O) with subdiagonal entries of positive value.
Write B̄ for the image of this group inPGL(n,O). Let N denote the Cartan subgroup
of SL(n,K) and letN̄ denote the Cartan subgroup ofPGL(n,K). Let T and T̄ denote
the maximal tori contained inN andN̄, respectively. Then,SL(n,O) andPGL(n,O) are
good (bon) maximal bounded subgroups. WriteΓ and Γ̄ for the groups of one-parameter
subgroups ofT and T̄ , respectively. ThenΓ can be thought of as the co-root lattice, while
Γ̄ can be thought of as the lattice of dual weights. Then ifW∗ is the Weyl group of the Tits
system inSL(n,K) andW̄∗ that associated toPGL(n,K), we may writeW∗ = Γ ·W and
W̄∗ = Γ̄ · W whereW is the Weyl group associated to the special point 0. It is the same
for both groups and is generated by the reflections,s1, . . . , sl. Let s0 denote the additional
reflection inW∗ and lets̄0 be the one inW̄∗. WriteΓ + andΓ̄ + for the intersections of̄Γ and
Γ with the dominant chamber.

There are at least three double coset decompositions of interest. Two are well known;
the third is easily derived from well known facts and has been frequently observed. The first of
these is the standard Bruhat decomposition associated to the Tits systems,(B,N, s0, s1, . . . , sl )

and(B̄, N̄ , s̄0, s1, . . . , sl):

SL(n,K) =
⋃

γ∈Γ,w∈W
Bγ · wB ,(3.4)

PGL(n,K) =
⋃

γ∈Γ̄ ,w∈W
B̄γ · wB̄ .(3.5)

The second pair of decompositions corresponds to the classical Birkhoff decomposition.
To state it conveniently writeG0 = SL(n,O) andḠ0 = PGL(n,O).

SL(n,K) =
⋃
γ∈Γ +

G0γG0 ,(3.6)

PGL(n,K) =
⋃
γ∈Γ̄ +

Ḡ0γ̄ Ḡ0 .(3.7)

The last decomposition of interest depends on an observation. Consider the union⋃
w∈W BγwB = C(γ ) for a fixed γ . If si, i > 0 is a reflection inW , thenwBsi ⊂
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BwB ∪ BwsiB. This is just property T3 in the definition of a Tits system in [Bo]. It fol-
lows thatC(γ ) is stable under right multiplication byB and right multiplication by thesi .
That is,C(γ ) is stable under right multiplication byW andB and so byG0 which is gen-
erated by them. ThusC(γ ) ⊃ BγG0. On the other handwB ⊂ G0 for eachw and so
C(γ ) ⊂ BγG0 for eachγ and soC(γ ) = BγG0. Finally it is clear that ifγ 
= λ then the
sets{γw : w ∈ W } and{λw : w ∈ W } are disjoint as are theirB-double cosets. The same
argument shows that the corresponding union isB̄γ Ḡ0 in PGL(n,K). Hence:

SL(n,K) =
⋃
γ∈Γ

BγSL(n,O) ,(3.8)

PGL(n,K) =
⋃
γ∈Γ̄

B̄γ PGL(n,O) .(3.9)

The decompositions, (3.4)–(3.7), actually give the orbit structure forLatn(K) and
PLat(n,K) under the Iwahori subgroup,B (respectivelyB̄) and a particular good maximal
parahoric subgroup,G0 (respectivelyḠ0). Let x0 ∈ Latn(K) be the point corresponding to
the standard lattice and letx̄0 denote the corresponding point inPLat(n,K). We restrict our
attention toSL(n,K). Write G for this group. Then the double coset representations, 3.4 and
3.6, reduce modG0 to give the orbit decompositions ofLatn(K) underG0 andB, respec-
tively. Take forB the set of elements inG0 which are congruent to an upper triangular matrix
modulop. We may take forΓ the set of matrices,{∆(pr1, . . . , prn) : ∑

ri = 0} where
∆(x1, . . . , xn) signifies the diagonal matrix with diagonal entriesx1, . . . , xn. We have intro-
duced the notation expp(r1, . . . , rn) for ∆(pr1, . . . , prn). The positive simple roots are the

characters,αi,i+1, defined byαi,i+1(∆(t1, . . . , tn)) = ti t−1
i+1. The canonical pairing between

characters,χ , andT -points is just given by〈χ, t〉 = ν(χ(t)) whereν is thep-adic value.
Thus〈αi,j ,expp(r1, . . . , rn)〉 = ri − rj . HenceΓ + is just the set of elements inΓ for which
r1 ≥ r2 ≥ · · · ≥ rn.

Since the stabilizer ofx0 in Latn(K) isG0, (3.6) and (3.8) imply that theG0- andB-orbit
decompositions ofLatn(K) are:

Latn(K) =
⋃
γ∈Γ +

G0γ x0 ,(3.10)

Latn(K) =
⋃
γ∈Γ

Bγ x0 .(3.11)

The G-stabilizer ofx0 is G0 and so theG-stabilizer ofγ x0 is γG0γ
−1. Write G0(γ )

andB(γ ) for theG0- andB-stabilizers ofγ x0, respectively. Then:

G0(γ ) = G0 ∩ γ (G0)γ
−1 ,(3.12)

B(γ ) = B ∩ γG0γ
−1 .(3.13)

Suppose thatγ = expp(r1, . . . , rn). ThenγG0γ
−1 is the set of matrices(xi,j ) such that

ν(xi,j ) ≥ ri − rj . SinceG0 is the set of matrices inG all of whose entries have non-negative
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value andB is the set of matrices inG0 with subdiagonal elements of value at least one, these
groups can be described precisely:

G0(γ ) = {(xi,j ) ∈ G0 : ν(xi,j ) ≥ sup{0, ri − rj }} ,(3.14)

B(γ ) = {(xi,j ) ∈ B : ν(xi,j ) ≥ sup{0, ri − rj } , i < j ;(3.15)

ν(xi,j ) ≥ sup{1, ri − rj }, i > j } .(3.16)

This description is of particular importance in view of the following for which we believe
no proof is necessary:

LEMMA 13. For each pair i, j with i and j between 1 and n, suppose that mi,j is a
non-negative integer. Let H be the set of matrices, (xi,j ), in SL(n,O) such that ν(xi,j ) ≥
mi,j . Suppose that H is a subgroup of the group of invertible matrices. Then the following
hold.

(1) The coset space, G0/H is a finite dimensional homogeneous space of dimension,∑
i,j mi,j .

(2) If mi,j ≥ 1 whenever i > j , then H ⊆ B and B/H is a finite dimensional homo-
geneous space of dimension

∑
i>j (mi,j − 1)+∑

i<j mi,j .

Write X(γ ) for the G0-orbit of x0 and writeY (γ ) for its B-orbit. ThenX(γ ) =
G0/G0(γ ) andY (γ ) = B/B(γ ). Hence, 3.14 and 3.16 immediatly give a formula for the
orbit dimension ofG0(γ ), γ ∈ Γ +.

PROPOSITION 10. Let γ = expp(r1, . . . , rn) be a T -point corresponding to a domi-
nant co-character. Then the following hold.

(1) dim(X(γ )) = −2
∑n
i=1(i − 1)ri = 2

∑n
2(1− i)ri .

(2) Let µr = expp((n− 1)r,−r, . . . ,−r). Then X(µr) is the unique maximal dimen-
sional orbit in Latrn(K). It is of dimension n(n− 1)r .

(3) The complement of X(µr) in Latrn(K) is of codimension two.

PROOF. If γ is dominant, then theri are nonincreasing. Hence,ri − rj ≥ 0 wheni < j

andri − rj ≤ 0 otherwise. Applying (3.14), (3.16) and Lemma 13, (1), the dimension in
question is

∑
i<j (ri − rj ). In this sumri occurs with positive one coefficientn− i times and

with negative one coefficienti− 1 times. This sum is
∑n

1(n− i)ri −
∑n

1(i− 1)ri =∑n
1(n+

1−2i)ri = (n+1)
∑n

1 ri−2
∑n

1 iri . Since theri sum to 0, this is just−2
∑n

1 iri . Substituting
r1 =∑n

2−ri one obtains−2
∑n

2(i−1)ri = 2
∑n

2(1− i)ri which is the dimension formula in
the statement. It is a sum with negative coefficients andri ≥ −r for eachi and so 2

∑n
2(1−

i)(−r) = n(n− 1)r is clearly the maximum value possible and it is achieved forγ = µr .
We show thatX(µr) is the unique maximal dimensional orbit. Ifγ 
= µr then for some

i > 1, ri > −r. Hence the orbit ofγ ′ = expp(r1+ 1, . . . , ri − 1, . . . , rn) is also inLatrn(K).
By direct application of (1), dimX(γ ′) = dimX(γ )+ n + i − 2. Hence ifγ 
= µr , there is
an orbit of greater dimension.
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Since all the orbits are even dimensional, the complement ofX(µr) is of codimension at
least two. Letλ = expp((n − 1)r − 1,1− r,−r, . . . ,−r). ThenX(λ) is the unique orbit of
codimension 2. �

Proposition 10 gives a complete description of theG0-orbit structure ofLatrn(K). As we
shall see, theB-orbit structure is somewhat richer and more useful.

LEMMA 14. Let γ = expp(r1, . . . , rn) and suppose that ri < ri+1. Let γ ′ =
expp(r1, . . . , ri−1, ri+1, ri , . . . , rn). Then dimY (γ )+ 1= dimY (γ ′).

PROOF. We consider the effect of exchangingri and ri+1 in (3.16) and Lemma 13,
(2). If we consider the matrix of integers,mi,j = ri − rj this causes thei’th and (i + 1)’st
columns to be exchanged as well as the corresponding rows. In no case is an entry moved
from above the digonal to below except for the(i, i + 1) and(i + 1, i) positions which are
exchanged. In the case ofγ , ri − ri+1 is negative and hence adds nothing to the dimension
of the orbit. However,ri+1− ri being positive and subdiagonal,ri+1− ri − 1 is added to the
orbit dimension. In the case ofγ ′, the subdiagonal element is negative, adding nothing, while
the superdiagonal element is positive and so it addsri+1 − ri to the dimension. �

LEMMA 15. Let γ = expp(r1, . . . , rn) be a T -point corresponding to a dominant co-
character. Then, if γ 
= µr and Y (γ ) ⊆ Latnr (K), dimY (γ ) ≤ dimµr − 2.

PROOF. Sinceγ is dominant, theri are non-increasing and greater than or equal to−r
and sinceγ 
= µr , r1 < (n − 1)r and there is a largest integer,i > 1 so thatri > −r. Let
γ ′ = expp(r1 + 1, r2, . . . , ri − 1, . . . , rn). Then ,γ ′ is dominant and its orbit is inLatrn(K).
Applying (35), dimY (γ ) + n + i − 2 = dimY (γ ′). Since bothn and i are at least two,
dimY (γ ′) ≥ dimY (γ )+ 2. �

PROPOSITION 11. The orbit, Y (µr) is the unique maximal dimensional orbit in
Latnr (K). It is affine of dimension, n(n− 1)r and isomorphic to affine space, An(n−1)r

k . There
is one unique orbit of codimension one. It is the orbit of δr = expp(−r, (n−1)r,−r, . . . ,−r).

PROOF. The dimension ofY (µr) is given by applying Lemma 13, (2) to formula (3.16).
By Proposition 10, (2), its dimension is equal to the dimension ofLatrn(K) and so it is certainly
of maximal dimension. It is clear that it is a surjective image of the group of upper unipotents
with coefficients inO whence it is an affine space of the appropriate dimension. The two
lemmata above show that it is unique.

Lemma 15 implies that any dominantT -point is of codimension at least two. AnyT -
point corresponding to a permutation of a dominant character gives an orbit of lower dimen-
sion than the dominant point by Lemma 13. Hence an orbit of codimension one can occur
only as the orbit of a permutation ofµr . The only permutations are the points, expp(−r, . . . ,
(n− 1)r, . . . ,−r). That is, we are considering the tuple all of whose entries are−r but for an
(n− 1)r in thei’th place. By repeated applications of Lemma 14, this element has an orbit of
codimensioni − 1. �
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3.5. Infinitesimal families: In this section, we will compute the tangent space to a
lattice in Latnr . Write Xr = Latnr and writeW for the scheme of Witt vectors overk.
Write O = W(k). ThenXr represents the functor whose value on ak-schemeZ is the
set of flat families of lattices inZ ×k p−rF . If L is a lattice inXr we shall think of it as a
W(k) = O-submodule ofp−rF of codimensionnr. Hence the tangent space to it consists of
freeW(k[ε])-submodules,̃L of Spec(k[ε]) ×k p−rF = Fr,ε flat overk[ε], the ring of dual
numbers. For any such object letI denote the ideal in the coordinate ring ofp−rF defining
L, and let Ĩ denote the ideal in the coordinate ring ofFr,ε defining L̃. We wish to give a
complete classification of such objects.

LEMMA 16. Let M be a k-vector space and let k[M] denote the symmetric algebra on
it. Assume that Ã is a flat algebra of finite type over k[ε] and that Ã/εÃ � k[M]. Then there
is a natural isomorphism, Ã � k[ε][M]. Moreover if there is an algebraic k∗ = Gm,k-action
on M and Ã so that the quotient map is a k∗-map, the isomorphism can be chosen to be
k∗-equivariant.

PROOF. Thek∗-inclusionM ↪→ k[M] can be liftedk∗-equivariantly to ak-linear in-
clusionM ↪→ Ã. By the universal mapping property for symmetric algebras, this extends to
a map,k[M] → Ã. The composite of this map with the surjection,Ã � k[M], is the identity
onM and so is the identity whencek[M] ⊆ Ã. By extension of scalars this gives a map
k[M] ⊗k k[ε] → Ã. Let J be the kernel of this map. It is clear thatJ ⊆ k[M]ε since this is
the kernel of the map tok[M]. On the other hand, the kernel of multiplication byε onk[ε] is
kε andkε � k[ε]/εk[ε]. Hence tensoring the exact sequence,

0 −−→ kε −−→ k[ε] ×ε−−→ k[ε]
with Ã overk[ε], by flatness, yields̃Aε = k[M]ε. Hencek[M] ⊗k k[ε] = k[M] ⊕ k[M]ε =
Ã. �

The affine group scheme,p−rF/p(n−1)rF , is just An
2r
k ,affine n2r space. Hence

k[p−rF/p(n−1)rF ] = k[x1,−r, . . . , x1,(n−1)r−1, x2,−r , . . . , xn,(n−1)r−1] as we observed in
Lemma 7 and Proposition 6. Write itFr . We identify thek-point, xi,j = ai,j with the

class of the vector(u1, . . . , un) whereui is the class of
∑(n−1)r−1
j=−r ξ(ai,j )

p−j pj . LetM =∐(n−1)r−1
i=−r Mi denote the graded vector space in whichMi = ∑n

j=1 kxj,i is of degreepi .
We write k[M] for the coordinate ring of the affine commutative group scheme,Fr . It is
the symmetric algebra onM and we viewk[M] as graded by total weight. We recall that
the closedk∗-stable subvarieties ofp−rF/p(n−1)rF are in bijective correspondence with the
closed subvarieties of Proj(k[M]) wherek[M] is graded by weight.

Having chosenF and, if tacitly, the standard basis for it, we may define maps,si :
kn → Fr,−r ≤ i < (n − 1)r. Let a = (a1, . . . , an)

T be a column vector and letsi(a) =∑n
j=1 ξ(aj )

p−i piej ∈ Fr . LetVi denote the space of column vectors overk endowed with the

k∗-action,t ◦ a = (tpi a1, . . . , t
pi an)

T . Thensi is ak∗-eqivariant map fromVi to Fr and the
sum(a−r , . . . , a(n−1)r−1)→∑(n−1)r−1

i=−r si (ai ) gives ak∗-isomorphism,s :∐(n−1)r−1
i=−r Vi →
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Fr andxi,j can be regarded as thei’th coordinate function onVj composed with the projection
of Fr onVj .

DEFINITION 24. We shall refer toM =∐(n−1)r−1
ν=−r Mν as the space of weighted linear

forms onFr . The vector subspace,Ms , will be called the space of forms of weightps .

In the following writekε for k[ε]. If Z is a k-scheme, akε-flat subscheme ofZ ×k
Spec(kε) with special fiber,Y ⊆ Z, will be called an infinitesimal family of subschemes of
Z with special fiberY . If Ỹ is such an infinitesimal family and it is affine, writekε[Ỹ ] for its
coordinate ring. IfZ is affine writekε[Z] for k[Z] ⊗k k[ε]. Finally, letOε =W(k[ε]).

We shall give a construction for the ideals,Ĩ ,defining infinitesimal families of sub-
schemes. By the discussion above,k[L] is a polynomial algebra (on a subspace of the space
of weighted homogeneous forms). LetL̃ be a flat infinitesimal family. By Lemma 16, its
coordinate ring,kε[L̃] is a polynomial algebra and sokε[L̃] = kε ⊗ k[L] = k[L] + k[L]ε.
Write π : k[Fr ] → k[L] for the restriction map and writeβ : kε[F̃r ] → kε[L̃] for restriction
to L̃. This map has kernel̃I . This map is determined by its value onk[Fr ] ⊆ kε[F̃r ]. We
may write this restriction,β(a) = a + δ(a)ε with δ ∈ Derk(k[Fr ], k[L]). It is classical that
δ(I2) = 0 andδ|I reduces to ak[L]-linear map fromI/I2 to k[L].

We mayk∗-equivariantly writeM = MI ⊕ML and so we may choose a graded algebra
morphism,φ : k[ML] → k[Fr ] splitting the restriction morphism. Finally recall that the
restriction morphism for derivationsδ �→ δ|I induces an exact sequence:

0→ Derk(k[L], k[L])→ Derk(k[Fr ], k[L])→ Homk[L](I/I2, k[L])→ 0(3.17)

and that the mapδ �→ δ ◦ φ gives a map from Derk(k[Fr ], k[L]) to Derk(k[L], k[L]) splitting
the sequence (3.17). The significance of this splitting is that anyk[L]-linear map,τ : I/I2→
k[L] admits an extension to a derivation,τ̃ : k[Fr ] → k[L], that is,τ̃ is a derivation whose
restriction toI inducesτ . Write µ̄ for the co-addition onk[L] andµN for the map from
N = I/I2 toN ⊗k k[L] ⊕ k[L] ⊗k N .

PROPOSITION 12. Each δ ∈ Derk(k[Fr ], k[L]) determines a unique ideal Ĩδ ⊆ kε[F̃r ]
so that the quotient, kε[F̃r ]/Ĩδ = kε[L̃] is the coordinate ring of an infinitesimal family of
subschemes with special fiber, L. The ideal, Ĩδ is given by the formula, Ĩδ = {x + yε|δ(x) ≡
−y (mod I)}. Two such derivations, δ and δ′ determine the same ideal if and only if δ|I =
δ′|I .

PROOF. Let ā, b̄, etc. denote the restriction ofa, b ∈ k[Fr ] to L. Givenδ defineβ :
kε[F̃r ] → kε[L̃] by the equationβ(a) = ā+ δ(a)ε. Thenβ extends tokε[L̃] by the equation,
β(a + bε) = ā + (b̄ + δ(a))ε. Now β is a surjection ontokε[L̃] and so it defines an ideal,
Ĩδ = ker(β). (Notice that this definition ofβ is consistent with the definition given in the
discussion preceding (3.17).) Ifδ′ = δ+γ whereγ is a derivation vanishing onI , let γ̄ denote
the element of Derk(k[L], k[L]) induced byγ . Let β ′ be the surjection corresponding toδ′
and letψ : kε[L̃] → kε[L̃] be the automorphism defined byψ(ā + b̄ε) = ā + (b̄ + γ̄ (ā))ε.
Clearly, β ′ = ψ ◦ β. Hence ifδ′ = δ + γ , ker(β) = ker(β ′). Conversely suppose that
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Ĩδ = Ĩδ′ = Ĩ . Then there are isomorphismsβ̄ : kε[F̃r ]/Ĩ → kε[L̃] andβ̄ ′ defined similarly.
Let ψ = β̄−1 ◦ β̄. Thenψ(ā) = ā + γ̄ (ā)ε, and if γ ∈ Derk(k[Fr ], k[L]) is a derivation
inducingγ̄ , δ′ = δ + γ . The formula forĨδ is clear. �

By Proposition 12, ideals defining infinitesimal families of subschemes ofF̃r with special
fiberL correspond to elements of Homk[L](N, k[L]). We wish to examine the condition which
corresponds to the requirement thatĨδ define an infinitesimal family of subgroup shecmes.
If δ ∈ Homk[L](N, k[L]) is a co-normal vector we shall say that it isco-additive if (δ ⊗
id, id⊗δ) ◦ µN = µ̄ ◦ δ. (our convention here is(δ ⊗ id, id⊗δ)(u⊗ a, b⊗ v) = δ(u)⊗ a +
b ⊗ δ(v))

To better understand the significance of co-additivity recall that ifH ⊆ G is a closed
group subscheme ofG, I is the sheaf of ideals definingH and j is the embedding, then
j∗I = I/I2 is the normal bundle toH in G. Write it NG/H .

PROPOSITION 13. Let G = Spec(A) be an affine commutative smooth group scheme
over k and let H = Spec(A/I) be a closed smooth subgroup scheme. Let µ : A→ A ⊗k A
be the co-multiplication and write B = A/I . Let J = A ⊗ I + I ⊗ A ⊆ A ⊗ A. Then the
following hold.

(1) Let NG/H = Γ (H,NG/H ). Then NG/H admits two rational H -actions. Under
either, it is free and it admits a basis of invariant sections canonically isomorphic to (I +
m2)/m2, the fiber at the origin.

(2) There is a canonical isomorphism, J/J 2→ (B ⊗NG/H ⊕NG/H ⊗ B).
(3) There is a natural mapping, µN : NG/H → NG/H ⊗k B ⊕B ⊗k NG/H induced by

µ so that if x is an invariant section, µN(x) = (x ⊗ 1,1⊗ x).
PROOF. The moduleNG/H is just I/I2. Let J = A ⊗ I + I ⊗ A. SinceI defines a

subgroup scheme,µ(I) ⊆ I ⊗A+A⊗ I and soµ(I2) ⊆ (A⊗ I2+ I ⊗ I + I2⊗A) = J 2

and soµ induces a map,̄µ : I/I2→ J/J 2.
The vector spaces,I ⊗ I andI2⊗A are both subspaces ofI ⊗A and soJ 2 ⊆ I2⊗A+

A⊗ I . Hence there is a surjective map,q1 : J/J 2→ (I ⊗ A+ A⊗ I)/(I2⊗ A+ A⊗ I).
Applying the first isomorphism theorem of group theory and keeping track of intersections it
is clear thatq1 mapsJ/J 2 to I/I2⊗ A/I. In particularq1 ◦ µ̄ mapsI/I2 to I/I2⊗ A/I.

This is a co-action ofA/I = k[H ] onNG/H = I/I2 making it a homogeneous bundle
onH . Write B for A/I . Homogeniety implies thatI/I2 contains anH -invariant basis iso-
morphic to the fiber at the origin which is isomorphic toI/(I ∩ m2) = (I + m2)/m2. This
establishes (1) for the right co-action,q1 ◦ µ̄.

The observations above can be applied to left rather than right translation. By an entirely
symmetric argument there is a projection,q2, from J/J 2 to A ⊗ I/(A ⊗ I2 + I ⊗ I) =
A/I ⊗ I/I2. This map must be twisted by the antipode if it is to agree with the usual notion
of left translation butG is commutative. Hence the twist may be omitted. Thus there is a
mapq2 : J/J 2 → A/I ⊗ I/I2 so thatq2 ◦ µ̄ : I/I2 → A/I ⊗ I/I2 is a bundle co-action
corresponding to left translation. Thusq2 ◦ µ̄ is a second co-action homogenizing the normal
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bundle. These are the two actions on the normal bundle. Since these actions make the normal
bundle into a homogeneous bundle on the groupH , the first assertion is established.

Let π1, π2 denote the projectionsG × G → G. Then it is commonplace to note that
over a flat base,NG×G/H×H = π∗1NG/H ⊕ π∗2NG/H . On global sections this isomorphism
is realized as the product map,(q1, q2) : J/J 2→ B ⊗NG/H ⊕NG/H ⊗ B. This establishes
the second assertion.

If µ̄ is the map fromI/I2 to J/J 2, thenq1◦ µ̄ andq2◦ µ̄ are left and right co-actions on
NG/H and it is clear that they have the same invariants. Ifx is such an invariant section, then
q1 ◦ µ̄(x) = 1⊗ x andq2 ◦ µ̄(x) = x ⊗ 1. LetµN = (q1 ◦ µ0, q2 ◦ µ0). The third statement
is now clear. �

COROLLARY 2. Let m be the ideal defining 0 in Fr . Let MI = M ∩ (I + m2). The
natural map from MI to I/I2 carries MI to the L-invariants of I/I2 = NFr/L.The module
I/I2 is k∗-isomorphic to MI ⊗k k[L] and, for u ∈ MI the map µI is determined by the
formula µI (u⊗ 1) = (u⊗ 1)⊗ 1+ 1⊗ (u⊗ 1).

PROOF. First note that the coordinate ring,k[Fr ] = k[M], is the symmetric algebra
on the space of weighted linear forms. Furthermore ifm is the ideal defining the origin,
M ⊆ m and the composite of this inclusion with the natural surjection is ak∗-equivariant
isomorphism,j : M → m/m2.

Write m̄ for the ideal defining the identity ink[L]. Then

0→ (I +m2)/m2→ m/m2→ m̄/m̄2→ 0

is exact. NowI/I2 = NFr/L is homogeneous by Proposition 13 and so it is freely generated
by its L-invariants which as ak-vector space are isomorphic to(I/I2)/m̄(I/I2) = (I +
m2)/m2 by the proof of Proposition 13, (1). Clearlyj−1((I+m2)/m2) = MI . Thusj is ak∗-
isomorphism fromMI to the fiber ofI/I2 at the origen. The natural projectionI/I2→ (I +
m2)/m2 induces ak∗-isomorphism from(I/I2)L to j (MI ). Composingj with the inverse of
this isomorphism we obtain ak∗-isomorphism,j̃ : MI → (I/I2)L. IdentifyingMI with its
image under̃j (this does not respect co-multiplication), we may writeN = MI ⊗k k[L]. The
lemma is now nothing more than Proposition 13, (3) subject to the identification ofMI ⊗ 1
with theL-invariants inN . �

We recall thet ifH = SpecC is an affine group scheme with co-multiplication,µ :
C → C ⊗ C, then an additive character ofH is just a morphism of algebraic groups from
H toGa,k. The additive characters ofH are exactly the functionsf ∈ H such thatµ(f ) =
f ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ f. Notice that, over a field of positive characteristic, ifF(x) = ∑

i aix
pi is an

additive polynomial andf is an additive character, thenF(f ) is also an additive character.
Write A(H) for the group of additive characters ofH.

If δ ∈ Homk[L](I/I2, k[L]) is a co-normal vector, we shall say that it isco-additive if
µ̄ ◦ δ = (π ⊗ δ + δ ⊗ π) ◦ µ.
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COROLLARY 3. Let δ be a co-additive co-normal vector in Homk[L](I/I2, k[L]). Then
δ|(I/I2) is a linear map from MI to A(H), the group of additive characters of L.

PROOF. The co-normal vectorδ induces ak[L]-map fromI/I2 to k[L]. By Proposition
13 and Corollary 2,I/I2 � MI ⊗ k[L] and the isomorphism is a morphism of homogeneous
bundles. Hence,δ is uniquely determined by its restriction toMI the submodule of invariant
sections. Ifu ∈ MI thenq1 ◦ µ̄(u) = u⊗ 1 andq2 ◦ µ̄(u) = 1⊗ u by invariance and the fact
that these are the left and right translation co-actions.

If η, ζ : I/I2→ k[L] are two maps,(η⊗π +π ⊗ ζ ) ◦µ(u) = (η⊗ id, id⊗ζ ) ◦µN(u).
In particular, by the observation we made just above, ifδ is co-additive andu ∈ MI , then the
equation,µ̄(δ(u)) = (π ⊗ δ + δ ⊗ π) ◦ µ(u) = (id×δ, δ ⊗ id) ◦ (q1 ◦ µ̄(u)q2 ◦ µ̄(u)) =
(id⊗δ, δ⊗ id)(1⊗u, u⊗1) = (1⊗ δ(u)+ δ(u)⊗1). This is exactly the equation which says
thatδ(u) is an additive character ofL. Thus, for each invariant,u ∈ MI , δ(u) is an additive
character. �

PROPOSITION 14. Suppose that δ ∈ Homk[L](N, k[L]). Let δ̃ be a derivation of k[Fr ]
in k[L] restricting to δ. Then Ĩδ defines an additive kε-subgroup scheme of F̃r if and only if δ
is co-additive. When δ is co-additive, let λ0 = (δ̃ ◦φ⊗ id+ id⊗δ̃ ◦φ)◦µ− µ̄◦ δ̃). Then λ0 is
a derivation of k[F̃r ] in k[L]⊗k[L] vanishing on I . If λ : k[L] → k[L]⊗k[L] is the induced
derivation, the map µδ(a+ bε) = µ̄(a)+ (µ̄(b)+ λ(a))ε is a co-multiplication making L̃ an
infinitesimal family of subgroups.

PROOF. Letβ be the map associated toδ̃ as in the proof of Proposition 12. Just writeµ
for the co-multiplication onkε[F̃r ]. ThenĨδ defines a subgroup scheme if an only ifβ ⊗ β ◦
µ(Ĩδ) = (0), in which case the co-multiplication onkε[L̃] is just the quotient map induced by
µ. That is, consider the diagram:

0 −−→ Ĩδ −−→ kε[F̃r ] β−−→ kε[L̃]
µ

� �∃µδ
kε[F̃r ] ⊗k[ε] kε[F̃r ] −−→

β⊗β
kε[L̃] ⊗k[ε] kε[L̃]

(3.18)

Then Ĩδ defines a subgroup scheme if and only if the mapµδ exists rendering the diagram
commutative.

Considerβ⊗β on an element of the forma⊗b. Then(β⊗β)(a⊗b) = β(a)⊗β(b) =
(π(a)+ δ̃(a)ε)⊗ (π(b)+ δ̃(b)ε) = π(a)⊗ π(b)+ (π(a)⊗ δ̃(b)+ δ̃(a)⊗ π(b))ε. That is,
β ⊗ β(u) = π ⊗ π(u)+ (δ̃ ⊗ π + π ⊗ δ̃)(u)ε for u ∈ k[Fr ] ⊗ k[Fr ].

A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence ofµδ is that(β⊗β)◦µ(Ĩδ) = (0).
Elements of the forma−φ ◦ δ̃(a)ε, a ∈ I generatẽIδ and so it is necessary and sufficient that
(β⊗β)◦µ should vanish on such elements. But(β⊗β)◦µ(a−φ◦ δ̃(a)ε) = (π⊗π)◦µ(a)+
{(π⊗δ̃+δ̃⊗π)◦µ(a)−(π⊗π)◦µ(φ◦δ̃(a)}ε. Sincea ∈ I and(π⊗π)◦µ◦φ = µ̄◦π◦φ = µ̄
we may continue(β ⊗ β) ◦ µ(a − φ ◦ δ̃(a)ε) = {(π ⊗ δ̃ + δ̃ ⊗ π) ◦ µ − µ̄ ◦ δ̃}(a)ε. The
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vanishing of this expression inI is exactly the co-additivity ofδ. Thus it is clear thatµδ can
be defined if and only ifδ is co-additive.

We may now compute a formula forµδ. If ā + b̄ε ∈ kε[L̃] choosea andb in k[Fr ] so
thatπ(a) = ā, π(b) = b̄. Thenā+ b̄ε = β(a+(b−φ◦ δ̃(a))ε). Then(β⊗β)◦µ(a+(b−φ◦
δ̃(a))ε) = (π⊗π)◦µ(a)+{(π⊗ δ̃+ δ̃⊗π)◦µ(a)+(π⊗π)◦µ(b)−(π⊗π)◦µ(φ◦ δ̃(a))}ε.
Recalling that(π ⊗ π) ◦ µ = µ̄ ◦ π, π(a) = ā, π(b) = b̄ and thatπ ◦ φ = id this shows that
µδ(ā + b̄ε) = (β ⊗ β) ◦µ(a + (b − φ ◦ δ̃(a))ε) = µ̄(ā)+ {µ̄(b̄)+ ((π ⊗ δ̃ + δ̃ ⊗ π) ◦ µ−
µ̄ ◦ δ̃)(a)}ε = µ̄(ā)+ (µ̄(b̄)+ λ(ā))ε. �

These results give a good description of the infinitesimal deformations of a lattice in
p−rF of codimensionnr, but what has been described is the deformations of a lattice in the
functor corresponding to families of subgroups. The contravariant description in terms of the
coordinate ring makes it quite awkward to characterize those infinitesimal families which are
families of lattices. For that a covariant description in terms of points would be more natural.
This requires some generalities concerning ring schemes. LetR be a commutative unitary
ring scheme overk and letM be a scheme of modules overR. Let O = R(k) and let
M = M(k). Let R = Spec(R) and letM = Spec(A). As we must negotiate a blizzard
of notation, and the multiplication and addition are commutative, we shall not be fastidious
about such matters as co-associativitity and left and right translation. We adopt the following
notation:

NOTATION. (1) α : R→ R ⊗k R and β : A→ A⊗k A are the two co-additions.
(2) η : R→ R⊗k R is co-multiplication and ς : A→ R⊗k A is the scalar co-action.
(3) mA : A⊗A→ A and mR : R⊗R→ R are the multiplications, a⊗ b �→ ab and

τ : P ⊗Q→ Q⊗ P is reversal of factors.
(4) e0 : R → k, e1 : R → k and e′0 : A→ k are evaluation at 0 and 1 in O and at 0

in M, respectively.
(5) DO and DM denote the tangent spaces of R and M at their zero’s. They are the

Lie algebras of these schemes regarded as additive commutative group schemes.
(6) R∗ and A∗ denote the linear duals of R and A, respectively.
(7) e0 and e′0 represent the homomorphisms, evaluation at 0 in R and M, respectively

and mR = ker(e0) and mA = ker(e′0).

Having introduced this notation we now define the following operations:

u � v = (u⊗ v) ◦ α , u, v ∈ R∗ (additive convolution)(3.19)

a � b = (a ⊗ b) ◦ β , a, b ∈ A∗ (same)(3.20)

u � v = (u⊗ v) ◦ η , u, v ∈ R∗ (multiplicative convolution)(3.21)

u � a = (u⊗ a) ◦ ς , u ∈ R∗, a ∈ A∗ (scalar convolution)(3.22)

These operations are all associative and they distribute over ordinary addition. That is
u�(v+w) = u�v+u�w,u�(v+w) = u�v+u�w etc. Notice here that+ denotes ordinary
pointwise sum in the two linear duals,R∗ andA∗. The addition inO and inM will be,
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for the duration of this discussion, written as�. However there is a subtlety regarding dis-
tributivity of multiplicative convolution over additive convolution. To explain this we consider
the diagram describing the distributivity condition,u � (a � b) = (u � a) � (u � b), u ∈ O,
a, b ∈ M.

A
ς−−→ R ⊗ A id⊗β−−−→ R ⊗ A⊗ A

β

� �mR⊗id⊗ id

A⊗ A −−→
ς⊗ς

R ⊗A⊗ R ⊗ A −−−−−→
id⊗τ⊗id

R ⊗ R ⊗ A⊗A
(3.23)

The second distributivity condition,(u � v) � a = (u � a) � (v � a), is encoded in the
diagram:

A
ς−−→ R ⊗ A α⊗id−−→ R ⊗ R ⊗ A

β

� �id⊗ id⊗mA

A⊗ A −−→
ς⊗ς

R ⊗A⊗ R ⊗ A −−−−−→
id⊗τ⊗id

R ⊗ R ⊗ A⊗A
(3.24)

For u ∈ R∗, a, b ∈ A∗ we wish to establish thatu � (a � b) = (u � a) � (u � b). Let
γ = (id⊗τ⊗id)◦(ς⊗ς)◦β. Then (3.24) yields the equation,(u⊗a⊗b)◦(mR⊗id⊗ id)◦γ =
(u⊗a⊗b)◦ (id⊗β)◦ς . This is actually a distributivity equation only ifu◦mR = u⊗u, that
is, only if u is a homomorphism, that is to say an element ofO. Thus the distributive rules
which hold are these:

(u � v) � x = (u � x) � (v � x) , u, v ∈ R∗, x ∈ O(3.25)

x � (a � b) = (x � a) � (x � b) , a, b ∈ A∗, x ∈ O(3.26)

(u � v) � q = (u � q) � (v � q) , u, v ∈ R∗, q ∈ M(3.27)

Our aim is to understand the ring,R(k[ε]) = Oε and the module,M(k[ε]) = Mε. To
this end, foru ∈ O, a ∈ M let tu (respectivelyta) denote translation byu (respectivelya).
That is,tu(f )(v) = f (u � v), ta(g)(b) = g(a � b). Then ifδ ∈ DO, γ ∈ DM by well known
calculations,δ ◦ tu = δ � u andγ ◦ ta = γ � a. We shall writeδu for δ ◦ tu. Hereδ andγ are
tangent vectors at 0 onR andA respectively. That is,δ(f g) = e0(f )δ(g) + e0(g)δ(f ) and
the same forγ . NowOε is by definition the set of pairs(u, λ) whereu ∈ O andλ is a tangent
vector atu. The pair(u, λ) corresponds to the homomorphism(u, λ)(f ) = f (u) + λ(f )ε.
The same holds forM.

Now λ can always be written uniquely asδu for someδ ∈ DO. The same reasoning
applies toMε. HenceOε = {(u, δu) : u ∈ O, δ ∈ DO} andMε = {(a, γa) : a ∈ M,γ ∈
DM }.
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LEMMA 17. The ring R(k[ε]) = Oε is the set of pairs {(u, δu) : u ∈ O, δ ∈ DO} and
M(k[ε]) = Mε = {(a, γa) : a ∈ M,γ ∈ DM }. The formulae for addition are:

(u, δu) � (v, θv) = (u � v, δu � v + θv � u) = (u � v, δu�v + θu�v) ,
(a, γa) � (b, νb) = (a � b, γa�b + νa�b) .(3.28)

The formulae for multiplication are:
(u, δu) � (v, γv) = (u � v, (δ � v)u�v + (γ � u)u�v) ,(3.29)

(u, δu) � (a, λa) = (u � a, (u � λ)u�a + (δ � a)u�a) .(3.30)

The subset {(0, δ) : δ ∈ DO} is an ideal of square zero in Oε and it annihilates the
submodule {(0, γ ) : γ ∈ DM } in Mε.

PROOF. We shall establish the formulae for addition inMε and for the corresponding
scalar multiplication. The other formulae are a special case. Let(φ, δ) : B → k[ε] and
(ψ, γ ) : C → k[ε] be two homomorphisms. That is,(φ, δ)(b) = φ(b)+ δ(b)ε and the same
for (ψ, γ ). Then[(φ, δ) ⊗ (ψ, γ )](b ⊗ c) = (φ(b)+ δ(b)ε)(ψ(c)+ γ (c)ε) = φ(b)ψ(c)+
(φ(b)γ (c) + δ(b)ψ(c))ε = (φ ⊗ ψ,φ ⊗ γ + δ ⊗ ψ)(b ⊗ c). That is, (φ, δ) ⊗ (ψ, γ ) =
(φ ⊗ ψ,φ ⊗ γ + δ ⊗ ψ). Consequently,(a, γa) � (b, ηb) = ((a, γa) ⊗ (b, ηb)) ◦ α =
(a⊗b, a⊗ηb+γa⊗b)◦α = (a⊗b◦α, (a⊗ηb+γa⊗b)◦α) = (a�b, a�ηb+γa �b). By the
commutativity and associativity of additive convolution,a�ηb = a�(η�b) = η�(a�b) = ηa�b
and the same forγa � b. This permits us to continue our calculation. The desired expression
is (a � b, ηa�b + γa�b). This establishes (3.28).

Before proceeding with scalar multiplication an observation is necessary. Foru ∈
O, f ∈ R, g ∈ A, definecu by the equations,cu(f )(v) = f (u � v), cu(g)(a) = g(u � a).
Then since multiplication byu is an additive endomorphism of commutative group schemes,
cu fixes the idealsmR andmA and induces an endomorphism of the Lie algebras,DO andDM
(indeed of restricted Lie algebras fork of positive characteristic). Then forδ ∈ DO, γ ∈ DM ,
as was the case for additive convolution,δ ◦ cu = δ �u andγ ◦ cu = γ �u. If u ∈ O, γ ∈ DM ,
53 permits us to writeu�γa = u�(γ �a) = (u�γ )� (u�a) = (u�γ )u�a. A similar equation
holds for(δu) � a.

To establish (3.29), we proceed as we did for (3.28) except for the last step, when the
computation of the second component of(u, δu) � (a, γa) requires an application of the dis-
tributivity equations, (3.25), noting thatu ∈ O anda ∈ M. This second component becomes
u � γa + δu � a = (u � γ )u�a + (δ � a)u�a. Thus both pairs of formulae are proven and then the
last two assertions follow easily from these formulae. �

COROLLARY 4. Let λ be inDM and let u, v ∈ O. Then λ � (u � v) = (λ � u)+ (λ � v).
Hence the k-vector spaces,DM andDO , are O-modules under multiplicative convolution.

PROOF. IdentifyDM with the submodule ofMε, {(0, γ ) : γ ∈ DM } and identifyDO
with the corresponding square zero ideal. ThenDM is aOε-submodule ofMε annihilated by
DO. The corollary follows at once. �
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DEFINITION 25. LetR be ak-scheme of rings and letM be a scheme ofR-modules.
Then we shall refer to the tangent space toM at 0, thought of as aR(k)-module as its
infinitesimal module. We shall write it asD(M).

Having completed the most delicate of our computations, we revert to a simpler notation.
If O = R(k) we shall use+ rather than� for the addition and simple juxtaposition for the
product. We can summarize our computations in the following, which does nothing but restate
Lemma 17 in simpler notation.

PROPOSITION 15. Let R be a scheme of rings and let M be a scheme of R-modules.
Let O = R(k),M =M(k). Write Oε and Mε for their groups of points in k[ε]. There is a
short exact sequence,

0→ D(M)→ Mε → M → 0.

As an Oε-module D(M) is annihilated by D(R). Furthermore, Oε = {(u, δu) : u ∈ O, δ ∈
D(R)} and Mε = {(a, λa) : a ∈ Mλ ∈ D(M)}. Addition and scalar multiplication are
given by the formulae:

(a, λa)+ (b, νb) = (a + b, λa+b + νa+b) ,(3.31)

(u, δu)(a, λa) = (ua, uλua + δaua) .(3.32)

The ideal D(R) is of square zero and it annihilates D(M).

We shall use this description to complete our examination of the tangent space to a lattice
in Latnr (K). We take the special caseR =W, the scheme of Witt vectors overk. It is possible
to work with the infinite dimensional schemep−rF and a fixed lattice of codimensionnr in
it, L ⊆ p−rF . Write M = p−rF. Let M have basise′i = p−r ei and letu1, . . . , un be a
basis forL. An infinitesimal lattice inMε is just a freeOε-submodule of it of the appropriate
k[ε]-co-rank. In particular theOε-lattices inMε lying overL are just the freeOε-submodules
ofMε which reduce toL. TheseOε-modules are exactly the tangent space toL in Latnr (K).

LEMMA 18. Let L̃ be an element of the tangent space to L in Latnr (K). Then
(1) DOL̃ = {(0, γ ) : γ ∈ DL}.
(2) {γ : (0, γ ) ∈ L̃} = DL.
PROOF. TheOε-lattice, L̃, admits a basis{ũ1, ũ2, . . . , ũn}, ũi ∈ Mε, which reduces

to theL-basis{u1, . . . , un} Consequently,L =∐
i Oui . It follows thatDL =∐

i DOui.
Sinceũi reduces toui, it follows thatũi = (ui , λ(i)ui ). Hence by Proposition 15,DOL̃ =∐

i DO(ui, λ(i)ui ) =
∐
i (0,DOui). This proves (1).

Suppose(0, γ ) ∈ L̃. Freeness implies that(0, γ ) = ∑n
1(xi, δ

(i)
xi )(ui, λ

(i)
ui ) =

(
∑n

1 xiui,
∑n

1[(xiλ(i))xiui + (δ(i)ui)xiui ]). But this means that
∑n

1 xiui = 0. Since theui
are a basis this means that thexi are all 0. But then the sum reduces to(0,

∑n
1 δ

(i)ui). By (1),
the sum is a typical element ofDL. �
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LEMMA 19. Let L̃ be an element of the Zariski tangent space to Latnr (K) at L. Then
for each u ∈ L, there is an element, (u, λu) in L̃. Let φ(u) be the class of λu in DM/DL.
Then the following hold.

(1) φ is an O-linear map from L to DM/DL.
(2) p(n−1)rF ⊆ L and φ(p(n−1)rF ) = (0).
(3) If φ ∈ HomO(L,DM/DL) and φ(p(n−1)rF ) = (0) then the Oε-module generated

by all elements (u, λu) such that λ ≡ φ(u) modDL is a Oε-lattice reducing to L and the
map associated to it by the process above is just φ.

PROOF. Write DL for the infinitesimal module ofL. Now L̃ ⊆ Mε and the image
of L̃ in M is L. Hence for anyu ∈ L there is an element̃u ∈ L̃ which maps to it inL.
Henceũ = (u, λu) for someλ ∈ DM. Let φ(u) be the class ofλ in DM/DL. If ũ′ =
(u, γu) is another element of̃L lying aboveu, then(0, λ − γ ) is in L̃ and so by Lemma 18,
λ− γ ∈ DL. Consequently, the class ofλ modDL is well defined. Letφ(u) be this class. If
x ∈ O and(v, γv) ∈ L̃, notice that(x,0)(u, λu) + (v, γv) ∈ L̃. This expression is equal to
(xu+ v, xλxu+v + γxu+v). Since this element is iñL it follows thatφ(xu+ v) is the class of
xλ+ γ. This proves linearity.

Now p(n−1)rF ⊆ L because that is so for every lattice inLatnr (K). Consequently,
p(n−1)rMε ⊆ L̃. This means that for anym ∈ F, (p(n−1)rm,0) ∈ L̃. By the definition of
φ, (2) follows.

Converseley, givenφ, let u1, . . . , un be a basis forL. Chooseγi so thatγi ≡ φ(ui)

modDL. It is clear that the elements,(ui , (γi)ui ), are a basis for aOε-lattice which we will
call L̃. It is also clear that the map constructed fromL̃ by the procedure above isφ. �

NowMI , the invariant co-normal vectors are dual to the invariant normal vectors which
we denoteM∗I . Recall that the linear maps fromMI to the additive characters ofL are exactly
the space of co-additive co-normal vectors toL. This space can be written,M∗I ⊗A(L) where
A(L) is the group of additive characters ofL.

THEOREM 6. Let L be a point in Latnr (K) and let I be the ideal defining it in k[Fr ].
Let MI = I/(I ∩m2

Fr
). ThenM∗I is canonically an O-module. The tangent space to Latnr (K)

at L is HomO(L/(pL + p(n−1)rF ),M∗I ). When L is of the form L1 + p(n−1)rF, for L1 a
direct summand of p−rF of rank n − 1, it is of dimension n(n − 1)r. In all other cases it
is of dimension n2r. The points where it is of minimal dimension are exactly the SL(n,O)-
orbit of any lattice of type (−r, . . . ,−r, (n− 1)r); they are exactly the smooth locus and they
constitute an open set with complement of codimension 2.

PROOF. It is clear thatM∗I = DM/DL and so Lemma 19 establishes a bijective corre-
spondence between the tangent space atL and HomO(L/(pL + p(n−1)rF ),M∗I ). It is clear
that ifL is not of type(−r, . . . ,−r, (n−1)r), thenpL ⊇ p(n−1)rF and soL/(pL+p(n−1)rF )

is of dimensionn. When it is of type(−r, . . . ,−r, (n − 1)r), thenpL � p(n−1)rF and this
quotient is of dimensionn − 1. Thus the Hom in question is of dimensionn2r in the first
case and of dimensionn(n − 1)r in the second. The homogeneity statement follows from
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Proposition 10. The smoothness statement is an application of the classical Zariski criterion
of simplicity. �

3.6. Some concluding thoughts on the general case: This paper has been for the most
part concerned with spaces of special lattices. In this section we wish to indicate how to deal
with general homogeneous spaces of the formG/M, whereG = G(K) is the group ofK-
points of a split semisimple group andM is a bounded subgroup in the sense of Bruhat Tits.
HereK is taken to be either the field of Laurent series over an algebraically closed field or the
Hilbert class field. More properly,K is the fraction field ofW(k), whereW is aw-scheme
(see Hypotheses 1 in Subsection 2.6). Writeπ for the uniformizing parameter ofO.We work
in this section with complete perfect topological schemes. Although further extensions of
these remarks and results are straightforward we reserve a survey of the possibilities for a
future work.

DEFINITION 26. LetO be a complete discrete valuation ring with fraction field,K,

and algebraically closed residue class field,k. Let R ⊆ O be a base ring and letG be a
split semisimple group overK defined overR. A subgroup,P, of G(K) will be called a
BT-subgroup ofG(K) if there is a group schemẽM overO such that:

(1) M̃ is flat and of finite type overO.
(2) M̃K � G.
(3) P = M̃(O).

WhenP = M̃(O), anO-group schemeM̃ satisfying these conditions will be called a Bruhat
Tits group scheme associated toP.

In [BT2], Bruhat and Tits demonstrated one of their more celebrated results. The group
G(K) is the group associated to a Tits system with Weyl group equal to the affine Weyl group
of G(K) which we will denoteW̃ . The Tits system is the one for whichB is an Iwahori
subgroup andN is the normalizer of a maximalK-torus. A subset is called bounded if it
is contained in a finite union of double cosets,BwB, wherew ∈ W̃ andB is the Iwahori
subgroup. The result alluded to is that every bounded subgroup ofG(K), sufficiently large in
a sense precisely defined there, is the group ofO-points of some Bruhat Tits group scheme
with generic fiber,GK. The closures,BwB are affine schemes (Pro-schemes, but these are
only schemes not of finite type overk.). The following only recapitulates arguments in [BT2].
We include it for illustration.

PROPOSITION 16. Let G = G(K) and let M ⊆ G be a BT-subgroup of G with as-
sociated Bruhat Tits scheme M̃. Then there is a finite dimensional K-representation of G,P,
and a maximal lattice, L ⊆ P so thatM is the pointwise stabilizer of L in P.

PROOF. Let M̃ = SpecC whereC is a finitely generatedO-algebra. ThenG =
Spec(K[G]), C ⊗O K = K[G]. Let µ : C → C ⊗ C be the co-multiplication. By an
elementary argument (see [Sp, p.29, 2.3.6]), there is anO-finite rightM-translation invariant
O-submodule,N0 ⊆ C such thatN0 generatesC as anO-algebra. We may assume thatN0

contains the unit element and that it contains a set of generators for the ideal defining the
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identity element inM̃. Right translation invariance holds if and only ifµ(N0) ⊆ N0 ⊗O C.

LetN = {n : n ∈ C, there existsa ∈ O such thatan ∈ N0}.
ConsiderN. Then sinceN ⊇ N0, it certainly generatesC. SinceO is a discrete valuation

ring we may choose a basis forN and extend it to a linear basis ofC. SinceC is of finite type
we may assume that the basis is countable. Letn1, . . . , nq be the basis ofN and letnq+1, . . .

denote the extension of this basis toC. Then{ni ⊗ 1}, i ≤ q is a basis forN ⊗ C overC and
{ni ⊗ 1} is a 1⊗ C basis ofC ⊗ C. Let µ(x) = ∑

i ni ⊗ bi. Thenµ(ax) = ∑
i ni ⊗ abi.

Sinceax ∈ N thenµ(ax) ∈ N ⊗ C. Henceabi = 0 for all i ≥ q. Thusbi = 0 for all i ≥ q
andbi ∈ C otherwise. That is,N is right translation invariant also.

LetP = N⊗OK. Then sinceN generatesC andG is the generic fiber of̃M,P generates
K[G] and sinceµ(N) ⊆ N ⊗C it follows thatµ(P) ⊆ P ⊗K[G]. SinceP generatesK[G]
and is right translation invariant, the right translation representation ofG on P is faithful.
Suppose thatg ∈ G stabilizesN , that is, thatgN ⊆ N. For i ≤ q letµ(ni) =∑q

j=1 nj⊗aj.i .
Thengni =∑q

j=1 aj,i(g)nj . Thengni ∈ N if and only if aj,i(g) ∈ O for all i, j ≤ q.
Consider theaj,i . Apply the homomorphism, evaluation at the identity, to the left hand

side of the equation,µ(ni) = ∑q

j=1 nj ⊗ aj,i . We obtain the equation,ni = ∑q

i=1 njaj,i .

This means that theaj,i generateC. Since this is so and sinceaj,i(g) ∈ O it follows that
g ∈ M̃(O). That is, ifgN = N, g ∈ M. The converse inclusion is clear. �

COROLLARY 5. Let G = G(K) and let P be a closed subgroup. Then the following
are equivalent.

(1) P is closed and bounded.
(2) P is a k-closed subscheme of a BT-subgroup of G.
(3) P is a quasicompact subgroup of G.

PROOF. Item (2) implies (1) and (1) implies (3), and so all that must be shown is that
(3) implies (2). To see this choose a faithful representation ofG in the category ofK-groups,
ρ : G→ GL(n,K). In the category of perfect complete topological schemes this gives rise
to an actionG×Kn→ Kn. Choose a latticeN ⊆ Kn. ThenP ×N is quasi-compact and so
its image inKn under the action, which we denotePN, is quasi-compact. The setsπrN are
an expanding open cover ofKn and soPN ⊆ πsN for somes. This means thatPN spans
some latticeL contained inπsN. ThusP ⊆ GL(L) which is a BT-subgroup scheme. Finally
GL(L) ∩G is a BT-subgroup ofG. �

This brings us to our concluding observation. IfG = G(K) andP ⊆ G is a parahoric
subgroup, then by the theorem of Bruhat and Tits there is a representation ofG onKn so that
P is the stabilizer of a lattice. Hence in the category of complete perfect schemesG/P can
be represented as an orbit inLn(K). In the sequel to this work we will address the question
of whether this homogeneous space has a canonical description in the category of ordinary
topological schemes.
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